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March 17. 1897
—
— A peace above all earthly 
*•* dignities, a still and quiet con-
science. —Shakespeare —
BIBLE CLASS RALLY
To Be Held In South Paris Oct. 3— 
Henry Merrill To Speak
A Men's Bible Class rally, spon­
sored by Maine Federation of Men's 
Bible Classes will be held at the First 
Congregational Church, South Paris, 
Maine, Oct. 3. The federation will 
be the guests of "Forty-Four Class" 
of West Paris.
The afternoon session at 2 will be 
of decided Interest to every man In 
Maine, because the leader of the 
largest class, “13 Class" of Portland 
will give an address at 3 p. m. Henry 
F Merrill is known from one end of 
the (State to the other and it is a 
rare privilege to get him to speak 
outside of his own class sessions. He 
will have a great message for all 
Bible Class men.
A banquet will be held at 6 p. m. at 
which George Huelin. president of 
“13 Class" will be toastmaster. Music 
will be furnished by "Forty-Four 
Class’ Band. The speaker at the 
banquet and at evening service at 
7.30 will be Rev. Edward Babcock, 
D. D. of Auburn, pastor of the United 
Baptist Church. Mr. Babcock is a 
brilliant speaker and brings a mes­
sage of pep and inspiration. Music 
at the evening session will be by a 
Ma'.e Quartet and Clarence Huff trum­
peter. The song leader will be Rev. 
P. C. Clark of Rumford.
The Men's Federation is rapidly 
growing under the leadership of 
President Harry M. Vinal of Gardi­
ner. It is urged that men and classes 
who are not in the federation will 
gc to South Paris, Oct. 3.
Oxford County at this season will 
be dressed In the brightest of^autumn 
foliage and “Class Forty-Four" will 
have a hearty welcome for all.
Paying It Back
For each dollar any American 
farmer received from the .toosevelt 
administration he and his children 
will have to pay back nearly two 
and one-half dollars as their share 
of the money spent by the New 
Deal.
NORTH KNOX FAIR
UNION, MAINE
SEPT. 29 30, OCT. 1
DAY AND NIGHT 
LEGALIZED BETTING
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Vinalhaven & Rockland 
Steamboat Co.
CHANGE OF TIME
Effective September 16. 1936
Subject To Change Without Notice 
Daily Except Sunday 
VINALHAVEN LISE
I STEAMER: ,
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., ar- 
t riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return­
ing, leaves Roekland at 2.45 P. M., ar­
riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M. 
SWAN S ISLAND LISE
STEAMER:
leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
I Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due 
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return­
ing, leaves Roekland at 2.15 P. M.. North 
Haven 3 30, Stonington 4.45; due at
Swan's Island about 6.00 P. M.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS
Helen Carlson Gives Inter­
esting Review of Season’s 
New Styles
Since my return from the exhibi­
tion of Arts and Crafts, “Gift Show" 
division in Boston, a number of 
persons have asked. “What is new?” 
and, ‘"How were you impressed?”
I felt as though I had rubbed Alad­
din's lamp, and seen the lovely 
things from the four comers of the 
earth, spread out before me. Surely 
It is marvelous what man can create, 
when he uses his God given talents!
In Hotel Statler, the fourth and 
fifth floors had been reserved for 
the exhibition. There were exhibits 
in hand-craft metals, glass, por­
celains, Jewelry, toys, laces, linens, 
wood etc., brought together by dif­
ferent American firms, from all over 
the world.
The things that interested me most, 
however, were the lovely handcraft 
articles, made in our own country; 
wooden bowls, plates etc., from Ver­
mont and North Carolina. Handcraft 
silver, set with native stones from 
Arizona and New Mexico. Glass, from 
Virginia and elsewhere, rivaling the 
famous Sandwich glass of yore.
But what was new, and different?
I found there are even new styles ln 
hooked rugs; one room was hung 
with them, all of a size, and all in 
conventional design. There were no 
trailing flowers, animals, landscape, 
ships or mottoes, in the designs, and 
all were in harmonious colors. Also 
there were small table-mats and 
chairseats, hooked with fine strips; 
of rayon, through a linen mesh, these 
were bright and “flowery."
Several firms featured shopping 
and knitting bags. There were love­
ly ones made from Persian Karbaz, 
and India prints, many were of hand 
woven linen and wool, but quilted 
silk shopping-bags were the latest, j 
all hand made, on hard-carved j 
wooden tops, or simply made over 
steel frames with handles of the 
material. Bags designed especially for 
knitting, were of gaily colored glazed I 
chintz. Purses were all a glitter, with 
sequins or beads, many others were 
hand crocheted, or knitted on hand- 
carved tops; some of the newest were 
quite garish affairs of gold or silver 
kid-cloth, with Jeweled tops.
Handcraft Jewelry is also very | 
much in vogue, and silver seems to , 
be coming into Its own. Many rings j 
had carved, semi-precious stones ln 
exotic filigree settings, as large as 
quarters! Bracelets fit snug and are 
also huge, many of them. Ear-buttons 
match bracelet or ring, and there 
were great varieties. We were told 
that “This is to be an earring season."
Strange that there should be fash­
ions in the little things that help to 
make the home attractive, but so 
there is. Do not bother to make any 
new chair-sets, they are off again! 
Sofa pillows are to the fore. Have as 
many as possible, rain-bow effects, 
they brighten up an oldish looking 
room at small expense. Make them of 
chintz or silk, make quilted ones if 
you have the time, or hand tuft, or 
piece, like an oldfashioned quilt.
The vogue for miniature glass or 
wood animals seems also to be wan­
ing. and hobbyists are now collecting 
small "character" figures of men and 
women. Huge trays and wall 
placques were also in evidence, for 
utility, or simply to be used in deco­
rative schemes.
I noticed only one exhibit of hand­
craft articles from Maine, and that 
from Boothbay. But when I con­
sidered all the lovely homecraft ar­
ticles I saw at “Montpelier," this 
summer, made by men and women in 
this locality, I know we might “do 
things," if we really tried.
In the Rockland “Arts and Crafts” 
society, we have made an ogiening 
and hope to go on towards greater 
results this season.
Helen H. Carlson
Reduced Automobile Licenses
Alf Landon, as governor of Kan­
sas. reduced the automobile license 
fee by 50 per cent, and increased 
the total amount collected by see­
ing to it that every owner of a car 
paid the reduced price.
Republicans and their allies cele­
brated last night the remarkable 
victory which they won in the re­
cent state election. Years ago it 
would have been a torchlight parade 
covering only thc limited area which 
marchers could handle, but last 
night’s festivities took the form of a 
motorcade.
1 he day’s threatening weather 
undoubtedly deterred many from 
taking part, but it was still an im­
posing procession .which left Monu­
ment Square Camden at 7 o’clock 
under the escort of a large detach­
ment ot State Police.
Music furnished by the Rockland 
Rand and Caihden Boys’ Band en­
livened the long route, and when 
the trumpets were not blaring the 
happy motorists were keeping up a 
constant tooting of auto horns.
From the moment Rockland was 
teached until the motorcade came 
to its destination at North Knox 
Fair Grounds in Union the parade 
gained accessions steadily. State 
Police were authority for the offi­
cial statement that there were 175 
cars in line, and American Legion 
members on duty at the fair grounds 
estimated that there were more 
than 600 cars within the park and 
parked immediately outside of it.
In front of almost every house 
from Camden to Union, at the 
street corners and in the business 
sections were groups of interested 
spectators, and it is probably no 
exaggeration to say that 5000 per­
sons saw the passing of the motor­
cade which was celebrating Maine's 
greatest Republican victory in years.
M cn cheered and women waved 
their handkerchief, arid, as always 
will be the case, there were sonic 
mild demonstrations on the part 
of those not in sympathy with the 
Republican cause. Near the corner 
of Park and Main streets a small 
group of boys b<M>ed lustily—a bit 
of derision which thc visitors ac­
cepted smilingly. 1 hey had thc 
votes and could afford to disregard 
thc hooes.
Thomaston traditionally followed 
a custom which smacked of the 
Blaine-Cleveland campaign. Re­
publican houses were ablaze with 
lights from cellar to attic, while 
Democrats had either retired for 
the night or were exercising econo­
my on their gas and electric bill.
The fair grounds at Union were 
ablaze with light when the motor- 
lade arrived there, and the big 
grandstand was already half filled 
with spectators.
Representative Walter A. Ayer 
of the Union town committee called 
the meeting to order and presented 
State Chairman Sewail. who mani­
festly found thc occasion a most 
happy one. He voiced his pride and 
satisfaction over “the wonderful job 
done by Knox County,” and paid 
tribute to State Committeeman C. 
Earle Ludwick and County Chair­
man E. Stewart Orbeton. 'felling 
of the work done on the front line 
trenches, he said that the job would 
not be done until Maine has rolled
KICKED UP THEIR HEELS
Republican Victory Celebrated Last Night With 
Motorcade—Smith Speaks
Rep. Walter A. Ayer, who presided 
over last night's meeting at Union
Congressman-Elect Clyde H. Smith, 
who reiterated his purpose of 
working for old age pensions
up 75,000 majority in November.
“I found the people of New York 
delighted with Maine’s showing 
when I was there a few days ago,” 
said Chairman Sewail, ‘‘but I told 
them we hadn’t begun to fight yet.
A hearty greeting was accorded 
Congressman-elect Clyde H. Smith 
of Skowhegan, who prefaced his 
brief remarks with a reference to 
the late Senator L. M. Staples of 
Washington with whom he served 
in Legislature.
“The wisest prophet could not 
then have believed that the Demo­
cratic stronghold of Knox County 
would ever go Republican,” said 
Mr. Smith.
The new Congressman an­
nounced his intention of visiting as 
many Knox County towns as pos­
sible, and he pledged to Republi­
cans and Democrats alike that he 
will do his best for Maine's welfare, 
always having in mind the creation 
of an old age pension system.
EARLY JN THE FIELD
Senator Fernald Will Seek 
Governorship After Bar- 
rows Completes Service
State Senator Roy L. Fernald of 
Winterport, representing Waldo 
County, said yesterday he would be 
a candidate for the Republican nomi­
nation for Governor of Maine after 
Governor-elect Lewis O. Barrows, 
who is scheduled to assume office in 
January, completes his duties as 
chief executive.
He said:
“I shall be a candidate for Gov­
ernor upon the completion of Gov­
ernor Lewis O. Barrows' term of serv­
ice as chief executive of Maine:
Fernald several months ago an­
nounced he would be a candidate for 
the chief executiveis office “upon 
the completion of my work in the 
State Senate from Waldo Countv.”
The energetic Senator is one of 
the youngest members of the Legis­
lature.
He served his first term in 1931, 
when he became a member of the 
House of Representatives and was 
back again in 1933 by virtue of his 
re-election. Fernald then ran for the 
Senate successfully and served his 
first term in the upper branch in 
1935.
Fernald again will be a member of 
the Senate when the Legislature con­
venes in January, 1937, for he was re­
elected at the Sept. 14 election.
Born in Boston, Fernald. a lawyer, 
is 35 years old. He possesses degrees 
from several colleges in the East and 
Middle West.
OWL'S HEAD SUICIDE
Grover Cleveland Wotton 
Had Been Blind Two Years 
Funeral Wednesday
Despondency led to the suicide
Sunday of Grover Cleveland Wotton. 
53. at. his home in Owl's Head. Wot­
ton, who had been blind for two years, 
lived alone, and when a neighbor was 
unable to get response at noon Bun­
day the home was entered by Gerald 
Margeson of Owl's Head who sum­
moned Medical Examiner Weisman 
whose verdict was suicide through the 
drinking of the contents of a bottle 
of iodine.
Funeral services will be held at the
Owl's Head Chapel at 11 o'clock Wed­
nesday. Rev. C. A. Marstaller of the 
Littlefield Memorial Church officiat­
ing. Interment will be at Evergreen 
cemetery. Wotton is survived by his 
wife and a daughter.
WHITE ROSES
For the Country Doctor
A dozen roses fer of Doc Griggs,
An' some fer his bay horse, too,
Fer Doc wasn’t none o’ ver fussy prigs,
But a man, clean through an’ through;
He jogged along in his easy way 
An’ he smiled with a sunny smile 
An’ him an’ that gig an’ that dappled bay 
Went many a weaiy mile.
Say! He had a look that was medicine 
An’ a smile that was tonic, too;
An' th’ gloom cleared up when Doc came in 
With his cheery Howdv-do,
An’ he had a touch like an angel’s kiss 
That was cool an’ soft an’ kind—
Say! Gi’ me a dozen flowers like this,
Th’ sweetest that you can find.
Why, all th' childrun 'ud wave an' call 
An' toss him a kiss an’ a smile;
His heart was a place 'at ’ud hold ’em all,
’Cause he knowed ’em all th’ while
Fr’m th’ time they ’er born, an’ they'd bring him flowers
An’ sugar fer that of bay—
Say, he was a man, he was, an’ ours 
Rain, shine, er night er day.
Why, he set more legs an' he cured more lives
An’ he knocked more rheumetiz
An' he druv more miles an’ he saved more lives!
An’ that great big heart o’ his 
Was a place t' lay yer troubles down;
An’ charity; Why, say!
I c’d buy nigh half of this country town 
With what he give away!
Only a country doctor, hey?
Well, God made th’ country, sure;
An’ (iod made Doc jest that same way,
Great big an' fresh an’ pure;
Say! Gi' me white roses—they’ll match with him,
—Dad blame this ornery blur!
Gittin' old, 1 guess, an’ my eyes is dim;
Bill, lend me ver handkercher!
—J. W. Foley
NORTH KNOX FAIR
Just Read This List of Enter­
taining Features For Next 
Week's Show
The 67th annual Union Fair gets 
under way Tuesday Sept. 29 with a 
program that promises to surpass 
anything tver before undertaken by 
Its management; its many features 
being even more elaborate and diver­
sified than ever before, the officials 
having seen to it that the full three 
days, with night shows Tuesday and 
Wednesday are filled with more than 
the usual large number and variety of 
attractions both of the educational 
and entertainment type.
The race card for Tuesday has a 
2.16 pace, 2.16 trot and a 2.22 trot and 
pace. Wednesday—2.18 pace. 220 pace 
224 trot and pace; Thursday—free for 
all (mixed), 2.13 trot and a 220 trot, 
featuring some of the fastest horses 
in the New England States. The 
track has been newly clayed and looks 
like one of the fastest In Maine. It is 
predicted that many records will be 
lowered at Union.
One of the alms of an agricultural 
society is to promote and further the 
breeding of beef and dairy cattle, and 
when you view the many herds of 
sleek animals competing for prizes 
at its renowned cattle show you will 
realize that Union Fair has in no
small way contributed much in this had been contributed for the oc 
line.
The pulling contests, both draft 
horses and oxen, is another event 
that is fast gaining prominence 
among the many thrilling features 
produced at Union Fair. Much local 
interest and keen competition is 
evidenced in the pulling, especially in 
the draft horse classes. Many new 
teams have been purchased the past 
year, the owners of which are all out 
to haul home the bacon.
On the vaudville platform will be 
shown six carefully selected acts of 
vaudeville, booked through the 
George A. Hamid booking House of 
New York, packed with thrills, 
comedy and rollicking fun for all.
Space in the exhibition halls have all 
been taken for weeks, so that It goes 
without saying that there will be 
wonderful displays of home canning, 
cooked food, vegetables, needlecraft, 
and 4-H Club exhibits. The Midway 
will have many new rides, shows, etc., 
all carefully selected and designed to 
offer the utmost in entertainment.
The night shows on Tuesday and 
Wednesday will have band concerts, 
vaudeville acts, drum corp exhibi­
tions, fireworks, and many new fea-
The latest figures of the Farm 
Journal in Its presidential straw vote 
in Maine show 1,138 for Landon, to
, 340 for Roosevelt, five for Thomas
tures inaugurated for the convenience , , , , . ,, B and nine for Lemke and 46 for other
comfort and enjoyment of all. „ ... .. , _J presidential candidates. The figures
ipclude ballots by personal canvass 
plus mail vote. The Maine figures 
on mail ballots from Farm Journal 
readers only show 153 for Landon. 12 
for Roosevelt, and one for Lemke, 
The combined national stratv vote 
totals show 59245 for Landon; 42,- 
704 for Roosevelt; 891 for Thomas; 
2,722 for Lemke and 531 for other 
candidates,
Heritage of Debts
We must remember that ev­
ery time the government spends 
a dollar, that dollar will have to 
be paid by us or we must pass 
the debt on to be paid by our chil­
dren. No parents like to leave 
their children a heritage of debts 
and mortgages.--Alf M. Landon.
A VICTORY BANQUET
“The Court House Gang" 
Delightfully Entertained 
At Griffin Cottage
Clerk of Courts and Mrs. Milton
M. Orlffln were hosts Saturday eve­
ning. at their Spruce Head cottage, 
to a group of about 20 members of 
the “Court House Gang” so called. It 
was ln the nature of a victory ban­
quet following the recent successful 
election.
The afternoon was spent ln in­
specting the surrounding coast and 
developing an appetite. The Griffins 
outdid themselves in the quantity 
and variety of food set forth. A dish 
of delicious fish chowder opened the 
menu, followed by lobster salad, fruit 
salad, cabbage salad, potato salad, 
bake beans, hot rolls, five kinds of 
pie, and various cakes, to say nothing 
of the candy, peanuts, cigars and 
soda. The guests, however, seemed 
equal to the occasion.
At the close of the meal, Sheriff 
Ludwick was called on to take charge 
and make a few remarks, but passing 
the buck, as usual in such cases, he 
persuaded County Attorney Burrows 
to do the job. Mr. Burrows proceeded 
to read several original poems about 
the various county officers, which
casion, and then read one which 
complimented the County Chairman 
Stewart Orbeton on his work ln the 
campaign and which was followed by 
the presentation from the candidates 
to him of a smoking stand, electric 
lamp, two shirts and a tie. Mr. Orbe­
ton responded ln hls capable and 
witty way.
The evening was spent at beano, 
bridge and cribbage, the prizes pro­
voking much mirth and wisecracking. 
Included in the party were Sheriff 
and Mrs. Earl Ludwick and daughter 
Marlon; County Attorney and Mrs. 
Jerome C. (Burrows, Miss (Pearl 
Bofgerson, Mr. and Mrs. Harold 
Davis, County Commissioner and 
Mrs. Adin L. Hopkins: County Chair­
man and Mrs. Stewart Orbeton: Mrs. 
Belle Frost; Clinton Barbour; Regis­
ter Of Probate and Mrs. Charles L. 
Veazie; Miss Barbara Griffin and 
Miss Mary Veazie.
FARM JOURNAL POLL
HEADING INTO THE STORM
A Nine-Hundred Mile Motor Tour Which Began 
With a 70-Mile Gale
(By Thc Roving Reporter—First Installment)
A nine-hundred mile auto trip 
which took us through every New 
England State over the weekend was 
productive of widely varied experien­
ces which are seldom injected into 
what is designed for a commonplace 
outing. There were no casualties, to 
be sure, but we found ourselves in 
the midst of them—ln the very hear" 
of a storm-torn region from which 
emanated news responsible for the 
black headlines which you saw lr. 
the Boston newspapers Saturday and 
Sunday.
My companion this time was Rob­
ert Webster, who will never endanger 
Barney Oldfield’s record for speedy 
driving, but I hasten to set down two 
of his virtues—ultra cautiousness and 
powers of endurance. Given the re­
quisite amount of smoking material 
he will sit at the wheel hours on a 
stretch, and If there are any acci­
dents on the road, his will not be 
one of the cars responsible.
What Cared We?
Perhaps we shouldn’t have selected 
Friday as the day on which to start 
our expedition, and certainly we 
should have bent a more attentive ear 
upon thc direful warnings of the ra­
dio announcer who told on Friday 
morning of the great hurricane which 
was sweeping up the Atlantic Coast 
lashing the seas into a fury which 
spelled disaster for shipping which 
failed to seek the nearest port.
Some years ago there is reputed to 
have been a gent by the name of 
Ajax, who watched the lightning 
flashes and said "phooey!" And 
with the hour at hand for the begin­
ning of a long planned trip, we lik­
ened ourselves to Ajax, and bade the 
storm do Its worst How well the 
challenge was answered you will see 
lf you have the patience to follow our 
course as we set out at 1.15 p. m. 
last Friday bound for a swing atound 
the New England circuit that would 
have done credit to a Landon or a 
Roosevelt.
Some Things Which Distract
First let me say that I do not take 
kindly to those new dot and dash 
markings in the center of permanent 
highways. Keeps me watching to see 
whether I am on the right side of the 
line when in my capacity as Roving 
Reporter I should be bending a 
Hawkshaw gaze upon everything 
which comes within my range of 
vision.
There's something else which dis­
tracts the eye for a mile or so on each 
side of the trotting park, and perhaps 
you have guessed that I mean those 
discarded ice cream cups. And if you 
are gopd at guessing perhaps you can 
tell me how many cars have stopped 
at that popular ice cream establish­
ment on Trotting Park Hill during 
the past summer. I couldn't come 
within 5000 of it, but I certainly do 
not begrudge the proprietors who 
have built up this snug little busi­
ness.
The Bumper Sign’s Mission
I turn my attention now to the psy­
chology of those bumper signs, which 
were so conspicuous during our re­
cent campaign—Earle Ludwick’s not­
ably. Asked one day as to hls 
chances Earle said: “I will do well if 
I beat out “The Desert of Maine.”
“The Desert of Maine " signs mean 
of course that the owner of the car 
has lately visited that strange freak 
of nature at Freeport. I used to ex­
ploit it some years ago. but found 
the public only mildly interested. 
Since those signs made their appear­
ance on the bumpers it seems as if 
everybody is anxious to have it known 
that he has been to the Desert of 
Maine. And that's what I mean 
when I speak about the psychology of 
the bumper sign.
Highway surveyors were busj’ be­
yond Waldoboro, and evidently some­
thing is to be done if those little red 
rosettes in the center of the high­
way line mean anything.
Ivan Trueworthy's Smile
Autumn foliage is not on sale to 
any remarkable degree in this locality 
but as we advanced westward we saw 
some pretty scenes. Sunflowers have 
a new significance now and as we 
passed gardens laden with thorn we
tossed a friendly nod. A truck load­
ed with small evergreen trees con­
fronted us. Too early for Christmas; 
wedding decorations, maybe.
One can tell when he Is midway 
between Bath and Brunswick because 
of the cordial smile worn by Ivan 
Trueworthy who has a prosperous 
wayside stand there. Raises most 
everything, does Ivan, all the way 
from golden bantam corn to rock 
gardens. Knox County folks will 
always find it a pleasant stopping 
place, and can always find what they 
want.
The first sprinkles hit our wind­
shield in Brunswick, but the leaves 
were scarcely stirring, and we rather 
guessed that the hurricane had 
passed out to sea—a guess which 
underwent revision before the mid­
night hour rolled around.
Many Landon Signs
Brunswick High School football 
players were practicing, and probably 
still smarting a bit from the lick­
ing Don Matheson's boys recently 
gave them ln Rockland.
We were surprised at the number 
of Landon White and Barrows signs 
we saw on cars and at those from 
many States which carry the sun­
flower insignia. Bob's car carried a 
special Landon plate, which attract­
ed lots of attention in the six States 
we traversed.
The width of the new Freeport 
overpass is one of several things 
which commends it.
My curiosity was aroused to know 
what hundreds of seagulls were find­
ing on a piece of plowed ground in 
that town. But what can you ex­
pect of a bird which will sit on an 
ice cake hours at a time looking as 
happy as a kitten in a plush chair?
Cocktail bars nourish everywhere, 
but a new rival has sprung up in the 
form of the milk bar or the butter­
milk bar. We saw quite a number of 
these and they were being well pat­
ronized. I do not believe the State 
Police had any trouble with the mo­
torists who patronized them.
“Boo!" Said She
Democratic campaign banners were 
still flying in Biddeford, where De­
mocracy so strongly predominates. A 
schoolgirl saw the Landon plate on 
Bob’s car and from her pretty lips 
came the distinct sound of a “boo!” 
Well she had a right to her opinion, 
even if it was rather immaturely 
formed
Kennebunk flies huge campaign 
banners, both parties represented.
We liked the appearance of the 
Post Road Inn between York's Corner 
and Cape Neddick and stopped there 
for what proved to be a very nice 
supper. Mrs. Helen H. Davis is the 
proprietor. It was our first meal of 
the trip and circumstances ordered 
that we should also have our last 
meal there—with equally good re­
sults. Amusing entries were found ln 
the guest books on the dining tables, 
and the proprietor and waiters 
seemed to be amused at what we 
added. Readers of this article will 
make no mistake patronizing this 
place.
The First Deer
Always we watch signboards as we 
pass along the highways, and I was 
somewhat amused to see Miami added 
to a board which contained York 
County names.
Somebody was advertising ever­
green trees, mostly spruce, pine and 
fir at prices ranging from 90 cents 
to $1.25 each. But where do they 
find a market for such in Maine,
(Continued on Page Two)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
“ * T %£ \°o “".d^rne’ P«"“
fossrt happiness. -Charle. Darwin.
PINE TREES AND THE EVENING SKY 
Id watched the sorrow rt the evening 
And smelt the sea. and earth, and warm
And heardAhe waves, and the seagull’s 
mocking cry.
And ln them all was only theold cry. 
That song they always sing—The best ts
You may remember now. and think, and 
sigh.
O silly lover! ......
And I was tired and sick that all was
over.
And because I.
For all my thinking, never could recover 
One moment of the good hours that
were over.
And I was sorry and sick, and wished 
to die.
Then from the sad west turning wearily. 
I saw the pines against the white north
sky.
Very beautiful, and still, and bending 
over
Their sharp black heads against a quiet 
sky
And there was peace ln them; and I
Was happy, and forgot to play the lover.
And laughed, and did no longer wish to 
die:
Being glad of you. O pine-trees and the 
sky I
,—Rupert Brooke
I
Every-Other-Day
The Courier-Gazette
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All that sat in the council looking 
steadfastly on him, saw his face, as it 
had been the face of an angel. —Acts 
6: 15.
HARRY P. BURR
Death of Former Rockland 
Man Who Had Interesting 
Career In South
FOR PRESIDENT
ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas
For Vice President
FRANK KNOX
of Illinois
FALL D. A. R. MEETING
—
Sessions In Rumford Last 
Week Marked By Interest­
ing Events ,
The fall meeting of the D A.R. j 
was held Wednesday in Rumford, 
with the Amarascoggin Chapter as 
hostess. There were 153 Daughters 
in attendance, representing 29 of the 
38 Chapters in the State. Long 
strips of emblematic bars were mute 
evidence of patriotic interest and | 
deep regard for ancestors who have 
handed down this great heritage.
The meeting was held in the 
Franklin Street Methodist Church 
whose attractiveness was enhanced 
by a belated sun streaming through 
the lovely windows in due time for ( 
the ceremony. The platform was ( 
banked with fall flowers and ever-1 
greens and scattered about were tall' 
vases of giant gladiolas.
(The processional was played by i 
Mrs. Nina Russell as the pages bear­
ing the colors preceded the State Re- j 
gent and other State officers. The 
meeting was opened by Mrs Victor 
Binford. State Regent, who is a mem­
ber of the hostess Chapter, and ex­
tended very cordial greetings. The 
invocation was given by Mrs. Sumner 
Pattee State Chaplain, of Belfast, 
followed bj’ the Pledge of Allegiance 
and singing of the National anthem. 
Welcome was extended by Mrs. Wal­
ter Pillsbury, regent of Amariscoggin 
Chapter. Mrs. Prank Nason, State 
Regent of Massachusetts brought 
greetings from the Mother State.
An appeal was made by the State 
Library chairman for books to be 
sent to Washington, also to the Sea­
man’s Society of New York and to 
the approved schools where they 
would be greatly appreciated.
John Cochrane Chapter of Belfast 
reported an attractive place in Sears­
port which will be known as the Ma­
rine Museum, and asked that the 
Daughters send words of encourage­
ment as well as appropriate dona­
tions.
D A.R. cookbooks were on sale, and 
It ls the earnest desire of the State 
Regent, who has worked long and 
faithfully in co-operation with the 
Pemaquid Chapter, that enough 
money be obtained in this way to pay 
the balance of the bell fund so that 
the Maine Bell may be hung at Val­
ley Forge carilllon in time to be dedi­
cated April 25. The Maine Daugh­
ters sincerely hope that the Bell will 
be there to ring out a glad welcome 
during the next Continental Congress.
The chairmen reports were espe­
cially interesting in regard to the 
great amount of good work accom­
plished durfhg the past year and the 
elaborate plans for the year which 
lies just ahead. A delicious chicken 
luncheon was served in the 
church vestry, where the final reports 
and plans were made.
Music was interspersed with the 
program by Mrs. Wynifred Smith of 
Rumford who received long and en­
thusiastic applause. Her sweet voice 
was at its best when she sang "Trees’’ 
the shading of tones and accent 
charming her audience.
Unique were greetings brought 
from across the sea from the Walter 
Hines Page Chapter D.A.R. of Lon­
don, England, by Mrs. McMasters who 
is a guest of her sister, Mrs Binford. 
Mrs. Binford, brimming with energy 
and unbounded enthusiasm for the 
Daughters and all that they stand 
for, was showered with flowers at 
the close of the meeting. It was with 
regret that the representative groups 
disbanded until the State Conference 
which will be held next March in 
Lewiston.
Those in attendance from Lady 
Knox Chapter were Mrs. Charles 
Rose. Mrs. H. P Blodgett, and Mrs. 
Donald Karl, regent. The Rockland 
ladies were overnight guests at Rum­
ford. journeying next day to Roxbury, 
the home of Mrs. Binford, calling en­
route on Mrs Marshall Reed who was 
formerly from Rockport.
Get Money’s Worth 
“We must make sure that our gov­
ernment gets a dollar's worth for 
every dollar it spends. By that I 
mean that we must get our money's 
worth for the taxes we pay. We 
must not lose sight of the fact that 
it is our money that the Administra­
tion is wasting.”—Alf M. Landon at 
Buffalo, N. Y., August 26, 1930.
(From Beaufort S. C., Newspaper)
Harry P. Burr was born Dec. 3. 1865, 
at Rockland, Maine, a typical "Down 
East’ coastal community, settled 
with a sturdy English stock, which 
wrested from a rocky sail, during a 
short season a competent living, and 
in the days before the civil war sent 
forth many a Yankee Clipper, manned 
with the hardy men of that rug­
ged coast and climate.
His father was Benjamin Burr, and 
his mother Caroline Rowe Burr, one 
of a family of daring skippers who 
took their ships on cruises of several 
years around the Horn to China, or 
after the oil bearing whales.
As a boy of four his mother took 
him on one of her brother's sailing 
vessels, the Village Belle, to San 
Domingo, where his father was en­
gaged in the banana trade and was 
United States Consul. At that time 
the United States Navy had a sta­
tion there. His father had a con­
tract to supply the naval vessels with 
fresh water. Harry’s mother was the 
only white woman at the place.
After a few years the United States 
gave up the station and withdrew the 
ships. Harry returned with hls 
mother to Maine and later Joined his 
father In Port Royal in 1876. when he 
was a boy of ten.
Harry spent several years in Maine 
attending school, and returned to 
South Carolina a boy of 18 with 
nothing much to do. He was of an 
active disposition and soon opened a 
skating rink In Beaufort. He car­
ried it on for a couple of years. It 
must have been well managed for 
though he had to borrow the money 
to start with, when he sold out he had 
repaid all he owed and had $800 in 
the bank, a much larger sum in those 
days than now. Harry's father ran 
the hotel in Port Royal, drawing 
week-end visitors from a distance, 
enjoying something such a reputa­
tion in those days as does the Gold 
Eagle Tavern now. For several terms 
he was mayor of Port Royal.
After giving up the skating rink 
young Harry learned the trade of 
machinist.
• • • •
It was while thus occupied as en­
gineer that he married Lilia Collins 
on New Years day 1888.
After the phosphate industry 
petered out in this vicinity Mr. Burr 
was employed for several years at 
Fort Freemont as civilian engineer 
and when that post was given up was 
transferred to Fort Screven. Among 
his papers there is a letter dated 
September 6, 1911, signed by the cap­
tain in command at Fort Screven 
addressed to the adjutant to be 
placed on record from which we 
quote:
‘‘I have the honor to make the fol­
lowing report:
“During the hurricane through this 
section of the country on Aug. 27 and 
28, the launch from this post was at 
Fort Freemont, South Carolina.
‘•While the storm was at its height 
the launch parted all but one line 
and swung out into the stream. The 
boat was at the end of a jetty where 
it was impossible to get to her and 
was about to go adrift. Mr. Harry 
P. Burr, post engineer at Fort Free­
mont, called for volunteers from the 
detachment and private John H. 
Williams, 72 Company, Coast Ar- 
tillary Corps, went with him in a 
yawl and assisted in getting the boat 
back to the wharf.
• • • •
Mr. Burr jumped overboard at the 
risk of his life, in order to carry a 
line to the launch. This action un­
doubtedly saved the boat. The wind 
at the time was blowing about ninety 
miles an hour and seas were washing 
over her. Unless Mr. Burr and Private 
Williams had taken the action they 
did the boat would undoubtedly have 
been a total loss. It is requested that 
the action of Mr. Burr and Private 
Williams be made a matter of 
record."
After leaving Fort Screven Mr. 
Burr served for several years on the 
Paulsen to boats out of Savannah, 
removing his family to Savannah, 
where he bought and owned a home.
For about 20 years he served as 
engineer on the Beaufort and Sa­
vannah Line, during which time he 
was for years president of the Marine 
Engineers Association of Savannah.
After the death of his wife in De­
cember, 1934, because of failing 
health, he gave up active work and 
has lived in Beaufort with his daugh­
ter, Mrs. F. H. Christensen.
In spite of his unassuming man­
ner his kindly genuine nature made 
many friends where ever he was 
among those who knew how to ap­
preciate a strong sincere and lovable 
character.
During the last two years that he 
had again lived in Beaufort he had 
rarely been seen except in company 
with his little grandson, of whom he 
was extremely fond.
He died in the Oglethorpe Sanita­
rium in Savannah quite suddenly and 
unexpectedly while eating breakfast 
Aug. 30.
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WON THE FINAFTOURNEY
Art Flanagan Gives a Very Fine Exhibition At 
the Biddeford-Saco Tournament
' NEW "HORSE KINGDOM”
Seventeen Routes Covering 
Every County For the 
Horseback Riders
Horseback riders and others in-
V. F. STUDLEY’S
ALL TIME LOW PRICES
All Goods Marked Plainly at the Very Lowest We Can Sell Them 
For
It Will Pay You to Telephone or Call and Get My Prices as I Fear 
No Competition
One Call Means Another Customer 
Take Notice of thc ENAMEL RANGE for $59.08j terested in the survival of the horse in this mechanized age gained a 
notable victory in Maine this week 
when Everett F. Oreaton, executive 
secretary of Maine Development 
Commission announced the opening 
of a 13.000 mile network of roads ex­
tending into every county in the 
State on which "the horse will reign 
supreme,”
The new "horse kingdom,” Greaton 
revealed, will consist of 17 distinct 
routes varying in distance from a 
few miles tc several hundreds and( 
will utilize unpaved country roads, 
abandoned roads, discontinued troll­
ey roadbeds, “tote” roads, and, in,
Art Flanagan of Rockland won the 
final open amateur handicap tourney 
of the season Sunday at the Bidde­
ford and Saco Country Club with a 
75. but three strokes over the club's 
none too easy par. Flanagan's round 
was one of the best ever shot at Saco 
in State competition and climaxed 
an entirely successful tournament 
year for himself.
Just a stroke behind Flanagan, 
with a 76. was Lee Abbott of Old Or­
chard. The two were the only one' 
in the field to break 80 and won first 
and second gross prizes.
Besides winning the top gross 
award outright. Flanagan, with 
75-7-78 tied with F. N. Abbott, of the 
entertaining club, who scored 85-17- 
88. for the best net. His taking thc 
gross prize, however, left Abbott thc 
top net award.
Second, third and fourth net prizes 
were tied among Sherwood Williams 
of Roekland. 92-20-72. Dick Mills of 
Riverside. 86-14-72. and F. A. Lord. 
Biddeford-Saco. 96-24-72, and the 
draw allotted the awards in that order 
Fifth net was tied between Miles J 
Keating of Old Orchard, with 97-24- 
73 and Berne Mitchell of Sanford 
with 88-15-73. the former winning 
the toss The summary:
Art Flanagan. Rockland, 75-7—68.
i
i«
CHARLES WILKINSON ia one of 
several million men who have climbed 
aboard the Prince Albert band wagon. 
“I’m a P. A. booster from ’way back, 
because P. A. is ‘crimp cut’ for slow 
burning and cooler smoking, "Charley 
says. "That ‘no-bite’ process sure 
takes out the nip. ” Try Prince Albert 
entirely at our risk. Read our money- 
back offer:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of Prince Albert, 
lf you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe 
tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket 
tin with the rest of the tobacco in it to us 
at any time within a month from this date, 
and we will refund full purchase price, plus 
postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Regarding ‘‘makin's’’ cigarettes: 
Roll ’em with Prince Albert and en­
joy a better cigarette!
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
FOUR BLOCKED PUNTS
Chief Reason Why Rockland 
Had To Be Content With 
Draw At Skowhegan
The Rockland High School squad.
25 strong, motored to Skowhegan 
Saturday, and much to the surprise 
of the boys at the Somerset metropo­
lis held that team to a scoreless tie.
Skowhegan's sense of security was 
evidently based on the fact that it 
has 12 letter men from last season's 
team in its lineup.
Four blocked punts prevented 
Rockland from getting away. After 
one of these mishaps Skowhegan had 
the ball inside of Rockland's 10-yard 
stripe, only to be held for downs.
Rockland had a good chance for 
scoring when Murgita recovered a 
fumble and was in a fair way to make 
a touchdown when the only remain­
ing defense man hauled him down 
An offside penalty after a good pass 
had been pulled off East to Karl, 
prevented another good chance for 
scoring.
Both teams were good on the de­
fense. Rawley putting in some good 
licks for Rockland, while a fast Skow­
hegan back repeatedly put a crimp 
in the visitors' chances.
F. N. Abbott Biddeford-Saco, 85-17
-68.
Lee Abbott, Old Orchard. 76-5—71.
Sherwood Williams. Rockland. 92- 
20-72.
Dick Mills, Riverside. 86-14—72.
F A. Lord, Biddeford-Saco, 96-24 
—72.
M. J. Keating. Old Orchard, 97-24
—73.
Silas Perkins. Webhannet, 89-15— 
74
Berne Mitchell, Bauneg Beg 88-15 
—73.
Ernest Valente. Riverside 82-8—74
Laurie Crane. Rockland. 91-16—75.
Frank Morris. Riverside. 92-15—77.
Ray Rowe. Larry Rowe's. 94-16—78.
Lafe Shane. Old Orchard. 87-9—78.
Ned Marion. Riverside. 94-16—78
Johnny Mazzeo. Rockland. 91-12— 
79.
John Hickey, Old Orchard 91-12— 
79 1
C S Erswell, Brunswick. 96-17—79.
E S Titcomb. Brunswick. 90-11—79.
Ovila Helle. Brunswick. 91-11—80
Paul Libby. Riverside. 100-16—84.
Wilfred Senior, Bauneg Beg . 106- 
19—87.
No cards were returned by Ed Gas­
coigne. and Jud Flanagan. Rockland. 
E. Whittee. Biddeford-Saco and Percy 
Clough, Webhannet.
283 MAIN STREET,
V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE 
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HEADING INTO THE STORM
some instances, woods roads pene- j 
trating into Maine's forest country.
Allowing for a variety of tastes, the 
trails will be equally distributed 
among the lake, mountain, coastal,1 
agricultural, and forest sections of 
the state.
Trips possible from any point tn 
the network will vary from quiet 
jaunts of a day's duration along the 
picturesque countryside to more ar­
duous tours Into the little-settled 
sections of the state which will re­
quire several weeks time.
Accommodations along all of the! 
routes, both for noon lunch and for 
overnight stops, will be provided at 
farmhouses and sporting camps 
where special provisions have been' 
made to attend to the welfare of 
"man and beast."
FUEL ECONOMY AT HOME & FACTORY
Insist On Original Pocahontas Coal 
Delivered Price $8.50 Per Net Ton
Y'ou will find it dustless.
You have less ash to handle.
Y'ou will reduce your fuel bill.
You bank fires easier and longer,
ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT LIME CO., Inc.
TEL. 428 ROCKLAND, MAINE
horses and their desires for adequate 
trails and roads away from the hard- 
surfaced highways.
Boys' and girls' camps, of which 
there are over 200 in the state, also 
added their Interest and support to 
the move which has resulted ln 
Maine having the most extensive 
saddle roads in the eastern half of 
the country. With virtually every 
camp Including riding In among thelr 
activities, extended tours for the boys 
and girls from other states who sum­
mer here are being planned by the 
camp counsellors so that the children
109-114
may get a more comprehensive idea 
of the state's scenic beauties.
With the opening of the vacation 
season next year, numerous riding 
clubs ln various parts of the country 
are expected to arrive in the state 
with their horses for extended tours 
along the horse highways. Others, it 
is expected, will includq riding the 
trails among their pursuits while at 
-sporting camps and hotels in the 
state, many of which have horses, 
while others will obtain steeds at the 
various riding stables in the state for 
I long or short Journeys In the saddle.
(Continued from Page One)
where there are more evergreen trees 
than there are weeds.
From York Village to the New 
Hampshire line is a steady succession 
of filling stations, tourists' homes and 
wayside stands, and across in the 
Granite State the procession becomes 
intensified.
In Kittery there is a concern called 
"Bold Bros.” I do not imagine they 
were afraid even of the depression.
Portsmouth has Democrats, as evi­
denced by the large Roosevelt A- 
Garner campaign banner
Lashed to the running board of a 
Connecticut car was the carcass of a 
deer, possibly .the fruits of a hunting 
trip in the Maritimes.
Rained Cats and Dogs
The frequency with which you see 
"Moxie" signs leads me to wonder 
how many of the present generation, 
particularly the Moxie drinkers, know 
that the creator of that popular bev­
erage was a former Union man?
All over New England we saw ad­
vertising matter for "The Gorgeous 
Hussy" a picture recently shown in 
Rockland. It is easily the most 
widely advertised cinema of the pres­
ent time. The dead walls also carry 
many political advertisements and
i will continue to do so until after 
the crucial Nov. 3.
It was raining hard when we 
reached Boston, and from there to 
Plymouth it was a continuous down­
pour as if somebody had opened the 
floodgates of heaven, and forgot to 
close them.
The Gale Strikes
The car frequently passed through 
deep puddles, sending water high in 
the air.
We could not seem to find anj’ ho­
tel lights through the storm when 
Plymouth was reached, but there was 
an attractive looking tourists’ home 
called “The Plymouth.” A bright elec­
tric sign blazed ln front, the mid­
night hour was close at hand, and in 
a chorus we declared our intention of 
proceeding no farther.
Opening the car door, with the rain 
still falling ln torrents, we were con­
fronted by what I later learned to be 
a 75-mile gale, the like of which I 
had never experienced, and I may 
add that the sample will be sufficient.
How we slept in a house which 
rocked like a cradle, and how we 
awoke next morning to find that the 
gale had smashed some of the window 
panes, and that the water had forced 
its way through the roof, will be told 
in the second installment.
(Continued in Thursday's Issue)
The Hollywood film director wanted 
j someone to play a Scotland Yard de- 
! tective, and the casting office sent 
’ along a possible man. After a verj’ 
brief interview the director sent the , 
I actor back with a note.
“This man won't do. He hasn't a 
i trace of a Scottish accent."
NOW I EAT
POTATO SALAD
Upset Stomach Goes 
Jiffy with Bell-ans
A fire chief was inspecting a build- ( 
ing against fire hazards. After a 
thorough inspection, he came to the 
manager and said: “I find this build­
ing safe except for one thing. You 
have no fire escapes. Where are' 
they?”
'•Oh. don't you know." replied the ( 
manager, "this is leap year?”
To facilitate travel along the routes 
3.300 trail markers made by WP A.| 
labor will be erected this fall by em- I 
ployees of this -Federal agency. Thej’ - 
are orange-painted signboards twelve 
Inches square on which the trails 
numbers painted ln black are enclosed 
In a horseshoe of the same color.
These markers will be placed at all 
Intersections, turns, and also at In­
tervals along the straightaway.
A booklet In wfcich will be charted 
the complete list of trails, together 
with many short, local bridle paths 
radiating from the system and which 
will contain a complete list of stop­
ping places, riding stables and saddle 
clubs will be ready- for distribution 
from the Maine Development Com-I 
mission offices ln the State House at I 
Augusta next spring. Greaton said. ■
Among the first to use the new trail | 
system was a party of Massachusetts, 
Cftnnectieut and Rhode Island riders 
who left Sunday. September 13 from 
Bangor on a two weeks ride Into the 
heart of the Maine woods country' to 
Chesuncook Village, 141 miles away 
in the Moosehead Lake region. Their 
ride took them into some of the most 
scenic spots In the state, far removed 
from the ordinary arteries of travel. 
Dally rides averaged about 20 miles 
in length.
Interest ln horseback riding In 
Maine reached a high point about 
a year and a half ago when Maine 
horsemen met at the State House at 
the invitation of the Maine Develop­
ment Commission and formed the 
Maine Horse Association. Since then, 
the membership has increased from 
12 to well over 200 and includes every 
major riding club in the state.
Summer visitors, many of them 
horsemen, added further impetus to 
the movement by thelr interest ln
•x WASHER TILL VOU SEE THE
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EASY WASHER
With the A/ew t/aly
3-ZONE
WASHING ACTION
You must SEE the new Turbola- 
tor EASY Washer to realize how 
this new invention improves 
washing methods — makes uni­
form washing effectiveness an 
accomplished fact.
Ordinarily you expect a washer 
lo wash feebly at the top of the 
clothes load—vigorously at the 
bottom. Result: part of the clothes 
are over-washed, others may 
not even get clean.
But the patented construction of 
the Turbolator ASSURES gentle­
ness and thoroughness — by 
washing ALL the clothes ALL* 
Ihe time!
Why do the week’s hardest task 
over a wash-board when you can 
have a new EASY Turbolator 
washer that gives you clean 
clothes ot snowy-whiteness tor 
only a few pennies a day. Let 
us demonstrate one neit wash 
day. There's no obligation to 
buy.
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Send the Whole Child to School
A recent study in a local Maine 
community showed that 29% 
of school children suffer from 
defective vision. And by the 
time these children have 
reached college age, the num­
ber has doubled.
Good eyesight is a precious as­
set through life—to be sure 
their eyes are functioning prop­
erly have their eyes examined 
regularly.
HAVE YOUR CHILDREN ENOUGH LIGHT AT HOME?
The eyesight of children—and 
of all others—should be care­
fully protected against eye- 
strain caused by glare, sharp 
shadows, insufficient, or im­
proper lighting.
No longer do you need to guess 
about lighting. A modern 
scientific instrument called the 
Light Meter, enables you to 
measure the light at any table, 
desk or chair in any room as 
easily as you measure tempera­
ture.
J2ct u4 JMp you. Check H^oun JZigkting
Phone, and one of our trained representatives will call at 
your convenience—bringing a Light Meter and other special 
equipment designed to show you plainly the advantages of 
good lighting. Do this now—for your eyes' sake!
CENT
POWE
INE
MPAHY
Have
HSs
EYES
Examined
Regularly
I9)« SEPTEMBER. 19S6 The sardine packing season is, testing operations cans are wrapped 
drawing to a close after several reas- j and then placed in pasteboard 
j onably successful months of activity.1 boxes and1 shipped.
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The Methodist Church choir will 
meet at 7 cclock Thursday night in 
the vestry. All wishing to join are , 
urged to attend.
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS 
Sept 22—Garden Club meets at Bolt
Nurses' Home.
Bept z2—Friendship—District conven­
tion of Pvthlan Sisters
Sept 26 — Searsmont—Bryant-Kimball 
family reunion at Victor Grange halt.
Sept. 27—Standard time resumed 
Sept 28—Knox County Teachers'
Convention ln Rockland.
Sept. 29-Oct. t—North Knox Fair at
Union.
Oct. 9- West Rockport — Quarterly 
meeting of Lincoln Baptist Ass’n.
Oct u-lS—Topsham Fair.
Oct 14—Rockport—Garden Club meets. 
Oct 15—Opening meeting of the
Baptist Mens League (Steamboat 
Night).
Nov. 12 Elwln Libby Relliif Corps 
annual fair at Grand Army hall.
James Hanrahan has returned to 
the Clover Farm Store after a week's 
vacation.
Oak Grove Cabins, conducted by 
Walter Dodge, closed Saturday after 
a very successful season.
The Auxiliary to Sons of Union 
Veterans will hold a card party «t 
Grand Army hall Wednesday after­
noon with Mrs. Mae Reed as hostess. 
All are welcome.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary 
will have a 6 30 supper Wednesday 
night at "Myra's Inn.” They will 
adjourn to the Legion hall for a regu­
lar meeting at 7 30 which will be fol­
lowed by a beano party.
Gov. Landon's speech tonight will be 
broadcast over WEEI from 10.30 to 
11, and Thursday night, at the same 
time, he will be heard over WNAC 
and WLBZ. Saturday night, same 
time, he will again be heard over 
WEEI.
Rockland Garden Club will have 1 
for its speaker this afternoon at 2:30 
at the Bok Nurses' Home, George 
Babb of the State Agricultural De­
partment, his topic, "Bird Life.’’
Up and about the house again is 
the word from the Police Depart­
ment's poet-laureate, Edwin U. Price, 
who was knocked down and severely 
injured by a motorist last week while 
or. duty at the Maverick street 
cave-in.
The Honor Certificate for distin­
guished roll call achievement has' 
been received by Col. Basil H. Stin­
son, chairman of the KnoX County 
Chapter, American Red Cross, from 
Admiral Cary T. Grayson, national 
Chairman.
The High School Athletic Associa­
tion still has a number of unsold 
season tickets. They will entitle the 
holder to see four good games, in­
cluding those with Cony High and 
Morse High. These tickets may be 
obtained at Chisholm's store at the 
Brook or from High School students.
“The dear old Courier-Gazette. I 
have been reading it more than 50 
years, and it has always been appre­
ciated in our family," writes Mrs. 
Nellie M Mills of Haywood. Calify 
renewing her subscription. These are 
words we like to hear.
The local W.C.T.U. will hold it% 
first meeting of the season in the 
class room corner of Main and Sum­
mer streets. Program will be put oik 
by delegates from the Convention, 
Important business to come before 
the members.
Word has been received from 
Malden. Mass., of the death Sept. 19 
of Charles F. Burbank of St. Albans, 
Vt. His sister, Mary E. Burbank 
left Malden by motor to attend the 
funeral services of her brother, also 
that of his son Albert of Rockland, 
Mass., which occurred only one day 
before that of his father.
A special announcement from the 
officials of Union Pair states that 
they are again giving away 10.000 
tickets to children under High School 
age. These are being handled 
through the schools and any child in 
this locality who has not already re­
ceived their ticket can obtain same 
by making application to their 
Superintendent of Schools.
The secretary s office at the "Union 
Fair" grounds will be open all day 
next Monday for the purpose of re-' 
ceiving entries, and exhibitors are 
askedi to make entries on this date to 
avoid the rush on the first day of 
Pair. All articles entered for pre­
miums mus; be entered in the Secre­
tary's book Monday if possible. Cut 
flowers, however, may be entered up 
until Tuesday noon.
Entries for the Maine Kennel 
Club's show in Portland close Satur­
day. Anyone desiring a blank should 
write to the secretary. Hartley A. 
Davis, Box 1895, Portland
The program committee of the 
Universalist Mission Circle met Fri­
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. 
Please j E. F. Glover. Others present were 
note in the premium list that a silver 1 Mrs. John Smith Lowe, president, 
special is presented to the winner of i Miss Margaret Stahl, Mrs. S. A. 
each breed, also cash prizes for every ' Fish, Mrs. H. O. Heistad, and Mrs.
class, besides the other specials that 
are in the premium list. The judges 
are the best that can be obtained 
anywhere.
Almon B. Cooper. The subject 
"Great Religious Leaders" was chosen 
for the year's study, and the first 
meeting will take place in October,
Men from all parts 
and parties rally 
around these Fall suits
Men with Roosevelt buttons and 
men with Landon intentions . . . 
they’re all brothers in style.
And what a platform of fashion 
you’ll sec here . . . models that 
make you look younger . . . pat­
terns that make you look longer 
. . . and prices that make looking 
further unnecessary.
There never has been a season 
when the voter has been treated to 
so much variety.
•i> <9 <$ -9
Gregory Fall Suits 
from $20 to $40
New Fall Hats 
$3.50 to $8.00
New Shirts
$1.50 to $2.00r
And New Overcoats 
$25 to $45
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W. nomi­
nates officers next Monday night, 
and the commander is anxious to 
have members present. The fish started running rather late____  but were taken In abundance in
J. W. (Bill) Cushing, still unable August and September and the many 
to walk since his accident, is hew- factories packed thousands of cases
This is the usual method but some 
companies have a different method 
and cook the fish before canning. 
Much of the work is done by
ever making good gain Being idle is of this type of Maine seafood to be machines th? packing operation re- ,
his worst affliction, he says.
CONGRATULATED PY F. D. R.
Among the many messages of 
congratulation received by Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles A. Creighton 
on the occasion of their golden 
wedding anniversary was a letter 
from President Roosevelt, bear­
ing hls signature, which read: 
"The White House, Washington 
My dear Mr. and Mrs. Creigh­
ton: “I am sorry that the pres­
sure of work here made it im­
possible for me to accept your 
kind invitation to attend your 
golden wedding anniversary but 
I do want to send you a line to 
extend to you my hearty con­
gratulations and very best wishes. 
Very sincerely yours, Frank­
lin D. Roosevelt.
distributed throughout the markets [ quiring the most hand labor.
I of the World. In addition tons of The heads and tails when cut from
catfood and fishmeal were prepared the larger fish are utilized for fish
adding considerably to the value of 
! this important industry s output.
After a severe decline over a long 
I period the sardine business is on thc 
upgrade in Maine and shows signs of
increasing annually.
The factories employ several thous- . smaller boats ls practically finished 
and people throughout the summer for the year due to the fickle Fall 
’ months at good wages and taking all; weather. The scallop draggers which 
angles of the business into considera- : sail to Georges Bank during the sum- 
I tion It is a great ecenomic asset that mer have made their last trip and 
should be given every encouragement most of them have either gone to 
and support. The packers are ex- New Bedford for fishing nearer shore 
lierimentlng with new products and or arc outfitting for fish dragging or 
eventually it is hoped that a year trawling.
i around packing season can be main- • . • • |
tained. ’^le coastal scallop season starts
In Municipal Court this morning 
, was being heard the case of Mrs 
j Regina .Winchenbaugh, a waiter at 
the Foley restaurant, who charges the 
proprietor with attempting a feloni- 
I ous assault.
meal or catfood. The former process 
grinds, steams and drys the waste 
while it is canned and then cooked 
in the latter.
• • • •
The offshore fishing season for the
soon and a large number of boats are 
being put into readiness for this work.
• • • •
Word has been received that the 
shrimp found in large quantities in 
the gulf of Maine by Dr. Johan Hjort 
of the University of Oslo. Norway, are 
of the edible variety and several con­
cerns contemplate pioneering ven­
tures to exploit these beds next 
Spring.
• • • •
Despite the small fee many lobster 
fishermen refuse annually to obtain 
licenses and make it difficult for the 
Department to carry on its work. It 
Ls our desire to do everything possible
Every person should make it a point 
to visit one of our modern factories 
and watch the packing operation. It 
is most interesting and educational 
and demonstrates a great degree of 
efficiency and mechanical perfection.
First the sardines are caught by 
weirmen and seiners. They are trans­
ported to the factory in especially 
built smacks which carry from 400 to 
1000 bushels. At the dock they are
-------  hoisted from the boat and thoroughly
The next stated meeting of Oolden ! washed and scaled. They are then 
Rod Chapter, O.ES. Friday night at run through a grading and cutting 
7 30 daylight time, has been chosen machine and placed on flakes and 
as visiting officers' night. Officers put lnt0 the dryers.
from other chapters in the district Long lines of women pack them
have been invited to fill the chairs jn[0 cans an(j then the oil ls poured to help the fishermen and our war- 
and confer the degrees. Following ;n (or mustard if of that grade) and dens do not like to take them into 
the meeting refreshments will be they are run through lightening fast court over small matters but we 
served under the direction of Mrs sealingmachines. Then to huge steam- sometimes find it necessary and a 
Matie Spaulding and an entertain- ing vats thoroughly cook the ' drive on license violators will be made
ment will be given by the various cont<>nts AfWr a careful Qf I lmmedlately
chapters with Ralph U. Clark of__________________________________________________________________
Golden Rod as Master of Ceremonies 
Any sister or brother sojourning will 
be gladly welcomed. -|
UNION
Variety Of Reading Matter
j The Vose Library shelves have been 
1 enriched by these additions: Poems. 
Mrs. Nettie Taylor, grandson Rob- John Masefield, The Standard Book 
ert Crossman and Miss Mabel Chase, of British and American Verse, Un-
Ralph W. Choate to on hl* annual C0U"try Sky> °ra* RiCh'
mond; The Flying Carpet, Hallibur-vacation from J. A. Jameson Co.
In Municipal Court yesterday V 
amsdell appealed when fined j 
for alleged driving while intoxicated.
DUTCH NECK
after a two weeks' vacation spent 
with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Chase. 
Maynard Winchenbach recently
A new set-up in the main bout at 
the Tillson Avenue Stadium—Pancho 
Villa. Jr., and Flash Couture of Lew­
iston. Tiie latter asked for it. Semi­
final. Butch Wooster of Rockiand vs. 
Tiger Wilson of Lewiston. And look 
at this list of prelims: Pon2i Cochran 
of Rockland vs. Frankie Carr of Au­
gusta; Popeye Manta of Owl's Head 
vs. Buck Potvin of Lewiston; Battling 
McFarland of Union vs. Homer Smith 
of Augusta.
_____
Patriotic questions at the Relief 
Corps meeting were answered by 
Margaret Rackliffe, Winnifred But­
ler, Ida Huntley and Eliza Plummer. 
The Corps voted to give a vegetable 
dinner Oct. 8 with Mrs. Velma Marsh, 
chairman. Next Thursday there will 
be work on quilts in fhe afternoon 
followed by a covered dish picnic sup­
per. A beano party will be held Wed­
nesday evening at 7.30 at the home of 
Mrs. Lena Rollins, 17 James street 
for members and friends.
The next football game at Com 
munity Park takes place Saturday 
afternoon, when Rockland's oppo­
nent will be the Hallowell High team 
which beat the locals last year 7 to 0, 
and which has supreme confidence 
that it can repeat. Meantime Coach 
Matheson is developing a couple of 
lively youngsters, Staples and Peters 
who are of lively build and are ex 
pected to show well if they get into 
the fray.
Sixty men, largest pre-season squad 
in history, are fighting for places on 
the Bowdoin College football teajtti 
which Head Coach Adam Walsh is 
grooming for the defense of the State 
of Maine championship. Daily prac­
tices began Sept. 9, and the first 
game will be against Massachusetts 
State Oct. 3 in Brunswick. Lionel 
Frederick Jealous. Jr., '39. of Thom­
aston. is one of last year's freshman 
linemen seeking a place on the 
varsity this year.
Among the New Englanders who 
had the pleasure of meeting Alf. M 
Landon on his recent tour of this 
section, was George S Dyer, formerly 
of Vinalhaven. who talked with the 
Presidential candidate in Worcester 
as he was on his way to Portland 
Mr. Dyer is head of the gear depart 
ment in Whitinsville (Mass ' machine 
shop and his greeting to Gov. Landon 
was enthusiastic, for he is an ardent 
Republican. On a recent visit to 
his home town, Mr. Dyer called on 
friends in this city.
["he What-Not Gift Shop. 491 Main 
eet, Rockland, offers new Persian 
nts for wall-hangings; table covers, 
iners and doilies. See also our 
ckland made, crocheted bags, and 
nd-carved tops; Fifth Avenue 
les.—adv. It
Slise Allen Corner School of the 
nee. All types of stage and ball- 
>m dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri- 
te lessons, $1.00. School is always 
en for enrollment; 22 Brewster St.; 
1, 670. Rockland, Maine. 112tf
Senter Crane |
AN OLD CLIPPING
An Organization Which Re­
fuses To Play Game of 
Mere Ciphers
The appended dipping, mailed to 
the president of the Rockland Educa 
tional Club. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich,
ton; Sylvia. Louise P. Hauck; The signifies high praise of that organ!-
Last Puritan. George Santayana; Tiie zation and is as true today as whenR s ll l fi $100 went to Ann Arbor. Mich. He made i Quiet Place. Elizabeth S Payne; Give
the trip by way of Canada with Mr Me One Summer. Emilie Loring: j Printed in 1924 b>' a public-spirited 
and Mrs. Stanley Waltz whose home Three Men and Diana. Kathleen Nor-. and valued club member of Penob-
Harland Rawley's home cooked food Is in Ann Arbor. ris; The Way of a Transgressor,
shop, newly established at 206 South Miss Ruth Geele has enrolled for Negley Farson; Thc Kings of Beacon 
Main street, is being welcomed in the teachers' training course a' Hill. Christine W. Parmenter; Tire 
that community. i Gorham Normal School. Fool Hath Said. Beverley Nichols;
-------  1 Mr. and Mrs. Howard Smith and Brownstone Fronts and Saratoga
The monthly get-together of St. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richards of Trunks. Henry C. Brown.
Peter's parish will be Thursday, with i Natick, Mass., were guests Sunday of * The Flowering of New England, 
supper at 6.30. Members and friends ' Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Chase. Van Wyck Brook; Gone With the
are urged to be present, and to take! Mrs. C. W. McClure and children Wind, Margaret Mitchell. Juvenile— 
qn article for the auction table, such returned Sunday to Newton. Mass. Tlie Story Book of Wheels, Ships
To benefit Knox Hospital garden, 
a sewing party, with cards for those 
caring to play, will be held Wed­
nesday at the new Farm Bureau hall 
at West Meadows, play to begin at 
2.30. Turn to the right at the resi­
dence of J. S. Gardner. Funds are 
greatly needed for work in the gar­
den this fall and at the small ad­
mission fee of 25 cents, a large at­
tendance is anticipated. The hall 
will be heated and light refreshments 
will be provided. Mrs. Carl Duff and 
Mrs. J. S. Gardner are the party’s 
sponsors and arrangements may be 
made with them or by calling Mrs. 
Amory B. Allen.
as jellies, fruits, vegetables, etc. after several months' stay here and Trains. Maud and Miska Peter-
Rcckland Encampment, I OO P, Mrs. Hattie Merrill called Sunday
Mr. and Mrs Merton Benner and. sham; The Book of Prehistoric Ani-
Laura Turner of
|s«^SaSENTER CRANE COMPANY®*##*®
WIBSYKSILIS
Your meanagc *■ com­
modity . . . whether you 
seek a Job, the recovery of 
a tost article or a room to
rent... a commodity to be 
marketed. Advertising Is 
the most potent force In 
marketing and Classified 
Advertising Is a special 
form of marketing con­
centrating on a directly 
interested group of readers.
Y'ou can call
scot County who has preserved it 12 
years.
It is claimed that the local society 
has lived up to this ideal of no 
camouflage, no pretense or smoke­
screen of non-parttsanship, for tnat’s 
next to nothingness. The members 
decline to play that game of mere 
ciphers. The president asks, 'Tsn't 
It one reason why the Rockland 
Educational Club has grown to be 
Maine's largest, best-known, woman's 
study club?"
Tlie clipping which is from the 
Lewiston Evening Journal follows:
A Frank Position
Instead of dodging the issue of 
politics, timidly refusing to consider 
“politics" as such, the while its pro 
grams inevitably include discussions 
of vital public questions always more 
or less political in bearing, the Rock­
land Woman's Educational club has 
come out frankly for what might be 
termed the open forum.
It is not going to keep up any 
pretense ol non-partisanship. It is 
going to be, as it is today, all-par­
tisan. Its members include active 
workers in all the parties, even the 
socialists; and its speakers are given 
freedom of speech on its platform, 
with the certainty that no one can 
manipulate or influence the members 
directly or indirectly except as he 
proves his logic beyond contradiction 
by opponents who also are sure to be 
heard here.
We submit that it is far better for 
the women's clubs thruout the State 
to take this open stand, than to fool 
themselves with aloofness to political 
influence, when it is being covertly 
used and indirectly felt in this as in 
every other group of people today.
We submit that the greatest use­
fulness that could come to the 
Granges, Women's clubs or to the 
Business and Professional Women's 
clubs would be the declaration that 
they are open to all side of all pub­
lic questions, and that they will stand 
on a fixed policy of inviting speakers 
on all sides, when issues of civic im­
portance are at stake.
Is it not high time that all these 
organizations utilized their oppor­
tunities for sclf-cducation, for there 
acquaintance with the merits and 
demerits of the questions of the day, 
frankly and openly, thus most effec­
tively nullifying secret influence, at­
tempt to control leadership accord- I 
ing to party sympathies, and other 
subtle factors aimed to move these 
great bodies at the polls.
Phone 770
For a Courier-Gazette Ad-Takermals, Raymond Ditmars; The Good 
Master, Kate Sereda; Traffic, Marion 
Loundes; Ann at Work, M. D. Fayer- 
weather; Little Ones. Dorothy Kun- 
hardt; Skookum & Sandy. Richard 
Bennett; Tuktu. Sperry Armstrong.
The librarian, Mrs. Josephine 
Bessey. reports that several books are
will meet Wednesday night with elec- i evening on Mrs 
tion of officers and work on two can- Broad Cove, 
didates on the Royal Purple degree j Miss Blanche Whitman 
Supper will be served at 6.30. All j payment in Boston, 
members not solicited will please take Allan C. Hines returned Sunday to 
pastry. ’ Waverly, Mass., after a month spent
■ ! at his summer home here.
Past President Frank H. Ingraham ! Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and overdue. If these are returned by 
will be guest speaker at the Lions' daughter Betty were weekend guests, Ocl j no charges will be made 
meeting tomorrow. His subject will1 of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross. J . > . •
has em-
be “What’s in a Name?" with some I Miss Ada Winchenbaugh has re­
applications to individual names sumPd her teaching position in Woi 
The Victory Quartet will sing a spe- jaston. Mass, 
cial number. . ---------------- —
MARRIED
PHILLIPS-HICKMAN-At Rockland. Sept 
19 by Rev J Charles MacDonald, 
Dana Phillips, and Hester Hickman, 
both of Rockland.
R '
»
♦ HOME-AG.-FAX
Rye is a good winter overcoat for 
DIED \ topsoil in some parts of Maine. It
BURR—At Savannah. Oa . Aug. 30. Harry ' should be sowed this month.
P. Burr, formerly of Rockland, aged • ■ • •
70 5™s „ ... „ . The county farm bureaus are be-THOMPSON—At Sunshine. Sept. 15. county i
Frank B Thompson, aged 63 years. 18 ] ginning thelr annual membership 
drive. More than 1500 solicitors willdays.
WOTTON—Sept. 20. at Owl's Head. . ,
Grover Cleveland Wotton. age 53 years be at work on the campaign tor inc 
Funeral cervices Wednesday at 11
o'clock, at Owl's Head Chapel.
BURNS—Brunswick. Bept. 20. Thomas 
Burns, age 82 years. 5 months. 14 days 
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock day­
light at North Walaoboro Methodist 
Church.
Mrs. Arvilla Albertson
Mrs. Arvilla Albertson, formerly of 
Worcester, Mass., but for the last 
five years a resident of this town,
R died at her home here Sept. 12 at
* i the age of 63. She was born in this 
t community and spent her early years
* here, having removed to Worcester 
about 1911.
She leaves her husband, Robert G. 
Albertson; one daughter, Blanche; 
three brothers, Thomas and Charles 
Messer of Union and Warren Messer 
of Rochester, N. V.
Burial was in Lakewood cemetery.
next six weeks.
• • • »
Sales of hatching eggs and chicks 
from pullorum-clean flocks in Maine 
during the season just closed were | 
more than 50 per cent above those I
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank all the friends and I of last year, 
neighbors for thelr many acts of kind- I • • •
ness during our recent bereavement. _ enter nt*, sine
Also thanks are extended lor the beauti- une enleI pn 1 B
ful floral offerings. , dreading the job of washing spinach
in ioe-cold water, trundled out theMr Robert O. Albertson. Miss Blanche Albertson. Mr. and Mrs Thomas O. 
Messer. •
Maine woman,
DENTAL NOTICE
During the spring and summer sea­
son will make appointments for 
Tuesdays and Fridays.
DR. J. H. DAMON
Over Newberry's 5c & 10c Store 
I’EL. 415-W ROCKLAND
S4Ttf
AMBULANCE SERVICE
■
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. #62
»CLAREMONT 8T„ ROCKLAND
98 tf
family washing machine, scoured it i 
out, and washed spinach in record 
time.
....
Three Thousand four hundred, 
fifty-five cows were tested in the ten 
dairy herd improvement associations 
in Maine last montK. The average 
production of all milkers was 670, 
pounds and 29.6 pounds of butterfat. jl
• • • •
The volume of farm mortgages rc- i ■ 
corded by commercial banks during 
the first five months of 1936 was 65 
per cent above that of two years ago 
Individuals were the most important 
source of mortgage credit, followed 
by the federal land banks, commer­
cial banks, and insurance companies
SAVE MONEY!
RETREAD TIRES
PASSENGER—TF.UCK 
ALL SIZES PRICES RIGHT 
USED CARS
BOUGHT AND SOLD
MILLER'S GARAGE
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
57Ttf
Advertising In 
THIS 
PAPER 
Is a
Good Investment
’5,000 IN PRIZES FOR 
SCHOOL ROYS AND GIRLS
BIG CONTEST SPONSORED BY ‘blue coal' DEALERS 
PRIZES INCLUDE 4-YEAR COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
Also Cash Prizes, and Scores of other Valuable 
Awards, Easy to Win
.... ji. . -------------
tiULI Jal Send in Coupon Below for
Full Information
Boys and girls, here’s your oppor­tunity to win a 4-year college 
scholarship — or scores of other val­
uable prizes including cash awards, 
bicycles, watches, Scotch terrier dogs, 
rings and pearl necklaces wliich will lx 
given away in the big $5,000.00 ‘blue 
coal’ contest. This exciting contest for 
school children is so easy that ever 
hoy and girl has ail equal chance to 
win a handsome prize — absolutely 
free. There’s nothing to buy — noth­
ing to sell — no strings attached.
For full information oil how to win, 
fill in and mail thc coupon below. 
And be sure lo give the name of the 
teacher you select as your faculty ad­
viser. Don’t delay. Enter this interest- 
ing contest right away. Send in yonr 
coupon today to ‘blue coal’, 120 
Broadway, New York, N. Y,
•blue roil*. 120 Broadway, Naw York, N.Y.
Plea.a anler my name in Ibe ‘blue coal' Contest and sand ma full information on bow lo win
Farultr Adviser
(4ay (au. (,.▼ yon soiart)
I
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“YOU AND YOUR CAR”
Points of Personal In­
terest to Every Motorist
-by-
Frederick C. Russell
a National Motor Authority 
(copyrighted)
CdfajajzmzjHrgj’gJZJzrajajHJZJBJBjamgjzjzjHHrajBjBjzjzjBrarajzrajamHt-.
It’s regrettable that new models so 
seldom have any thing new at the 
wheel.
Thought For Your Safely
When several cars ahead slow down 
and the roadway seems clear for 
passing, many drivers fail to suspect J 
the real danger in the situation. The J 
slowing down should be no invitation 
to pass but a hint that someone up 
at the head of the line is about to j 
stop or turn. When there are other 
cars behind many a driver wisely 
pulls over to the right to await a 
time to turn left, then seeing that 
those behind are slowing down he 
may decide to go ahead and make his j 
left turn. That doesn’t usually mix i 
well with the driver who at the same 
time decides to overtake the whole 
line.
Point About Late Timing
A letter from a reader expresses 
the popular misconception that over­
heating cannot be due to late igni­
tion timing if gas mileage is normal. 
The fact of the matter is that, while 
late timing normally does decrease 
gas mileage, the resulting tendency 
toward hotter operation often brings 
an engine up to a better operating 
temperature. This holds good fori 
engines which normally operate much 
too cool. If an engine operates ef­
ficiently its gas mileage will, of 
course, drop when timing goes late. 
But there are not so many engines 
that are doing their best before the 
timing condition develops.
Special Unit Needs Cleaning
Motorists who have installed special 
air cleaners in order to protect the 
engine where the car is used in 
especially dusty localities should bear 
in mind the importance of cleaning 
the cleaner more frequently. These! 
special cleaners should be dipped in ' 
gasoline, dried and then ref Uled with 
the right amount of engine oU. Un­
less this operation is performed at 
least every 2000 miles there will be 
increased drag on the ingoing air, 
with consequent decrease in engine 
performance.
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
“Even though cooler weather lies 
ahead this is an important time to 
consider the need for cleaning out 
the radiator. This year more motor­
ists wUl be using ‘high opening' 
thermostats to make their hot water 
heaters more efficient. Such a ther­
mostat does not open untU water 
temperature is fairly high. If water 
does not pass down through the 
radiator rapidly when the thermostat 
opens there wUl be excessive loss of 
water out the overflow pipe.
This is just another way of say­
ing there wUl be excessive loss of 
anti-freeze. It is also important that 
the anti-freeze have as high a boUing 
point as possible."
Too Modem For Road
If your new car seems to pull to 
the right on a highly crowned road it 
does not indicate anything wrong, 
but merely that the car is being op­
erated over a type of road for which 
it was not engineered. To compen­
sate for this pull when on a long 
stretch of this older type of highway 
try the plan of putting more air in 
the right front tire. If no filling sta­
tion is handy, then lower the pres­
sure in the left front tire.
Smarter To Let It Pass
To those well-meaning persons who 
raise the headlight beams of their 
car when approaching drivers fail to 
depress their cars' light beams I want 
to caution against the risk of blinding 
the oncoming driver and having a 
collision. Two light-blinded drivers 
are quite certain to have trouble when 
they meet.
Just because you do not see the 
light beams drop down when a car 
approaches is no reason to assume 
that the driver isn't being courteous 
and safe. He maj- already have the 
lights adjusted for the "passing" 
focus. His lights may seem more 
glaring than they really are, just be­
cause there is too much dust on the 
windshield of your car.
I make it a rule to keep my head­
lights on the far focus until the on­
coming car is near enough for its 
driver to notice them. Then I drop 
the lights. If he does not reciprocate 
I assume either that he has already 
dropped them or that he does not 
know any better. If he is in the lat­
ter category it would be folly for me 
to surprise him into attending to his 
lights by flashing mine back to the 
far focus for an instant.
Hints By Cutting Wheels
I like the plan of a friend of mine 
who always cuts the front wheels of 
his car in the direction he wants to 
turn whenever stopping to await 
further instructions from a traffic 
Officer. He also watches the tire
marks on the paving if in a strange 
city and uncertain whether or not left 
turns are permitted at certain places.
Saves Trouble With Clutch
The danger of having the clutch 
fail to hold when power is needed 
should encourage all drivers to follow 
the few simple rules needed to help 
this vital unit of the car remain on 
the job. Here are the points to 
watch:
When accelerating in low or second 
gear, prior to shifting, keep your foot 
off the clutch pedal. After coasting 
in gear always speed up the engine 
when allowing the clutch pedal to • 
come up again. If the pedal does 
not have about an inch of slack in 
it, take the car to the service station. 
Be sure the clutch takes hold before 
the pedal comes all the way up. Do 
not start off in any gear but low.
Finding Your Way Back
Now that so many persons are 
getting off into the byways where 
roads are not well posted and the 
chances of getting lost are increased, 
it is veil to bear in mind an old 
rule when going back over a road. 
Since there is always the chance of 
getting doubly lost through failing 
to note an inverted fork in the road, 
make it your practice to follow your' 
own tire tread marks. Do this by oc­
casionally running well over to the 
less used shoulder of the road so as 
to make tread impressions in the 
dust.
More Queries From Owners
Q. Several times when switching 
off the engine I have noticed that the 
ammeter shows discharge. When this 
happened I did not leave the car but 
started up the engine again. On the , 
second stop each time the ammeter j 
reads zero as it should. What causes 
this? G. S. U.
A. The generator's relay points 
stick. This reader should have the j 
points serviced before they stay closed 
and discharge the battery.
Q I am anticipating considerable 
trouble with my car this coming win­
ter because last year on cold nights 
the oil pump froze. Is there any way 
in which I can avoid this trouble 
when cold weather sets in? W. W. S.
A. Keeping the crankcase free of 
diluent will help. This should be done 
by having the engine in as efficient 1 
condition as possible so that cranking i 
can be done with a minimum of chok- ■ 
ing. Drive the car up hills frequently 
so as to burn off diluent. Drain off 
the crankcase more often, and use a I 
lighter oil so that the engine will op­
erate more efficiently when it is cold.
Q. Gas mileage on my car nas 
dropped considerably since leakage 
started at the gasket around the top 
of the float chamber of the carburetor. I 
I can' see, however, how much gaso­
line can leak out at that point. What 
else would account for the low mile­
age? L K.
A. It is true that not much fuel is 
leaking out at the float chamber, but 
air is also leaking in. This causes a 
“percolating" action in hot weather. 
For best mileage the gasket should 
seal the cover of the float chamber 
tightly.
Aflanfic
RANGES
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
M9.5O
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in 
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available in 
Black and All Enamel Finishes 
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON 
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 980
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Digest Poll Gives
Landon 2 to 1 Lead
Washington.—Gov. Alf M. Lan­
don leads President Roosevelt by 
more than 2 to 1 in the first re­
turns from the Literary Digest 
presidential poll.
Maine, New York, Pennsyl­
vania and New Jersey gave Lan­
don 16,056, President Roosevelt 
7,645, William Lemke, third par­
ty candidate. 754, ant Norman 
Thomas, socialist candidate, 109 
votes. Four other candidates re­
ceived 125 scattering votes.
Of the 24,689 total votes report­
ed, 2,714 for Ln-don were from 
persons who 1. t voted Demo­
cratic in 1932, while only 1,407 
for Roosevelt came from voters 
who then favored Hoover. The 
Lemke candidacy is taking four 
votes from Roosevelt to one from 
Landon, returns indicated.
1,200 Taxes a Day 
for Average Man
His Wife Encounters 1,- 
500; Roosevelt Adminis­
tration Adds Many.
CHICAGO.—With federal indirect 
("hidden”) taxes increased approx- j 
imately 25 per cent during the j 
Roosevelt administration, there are | 
now more than 1,200 hidden taxes 
involved in the daily life of the av­
erage man, Robert Kratky, director 
of the tax division of the Republican 
National committee here, declared.
He said there are 300 more in the 
daily life of the average woman.
“The man’s day begins with the | 
alarm clock, on which there is a 
luxury tax of ten cents, in addition 
to 30 other hidden taxes," Mr. Krat­
ky said.
“Taxes now take 26 per cent of 
the cost of underwear, 20 to 40 per 
cent of the cost of soap and 21 per 
cent of the cost of razor blades.
“There are 44 taxes on a pair it 
overalls, 62 on a shirt, 63 on a suit,
53 on a hat, 60 on a tie, 62 on a pair 
of socks and 63 on an overcoat. 
Taxes take $3.53 on an $18 suit, 59 
cents on a $3 hat, 20 cents on a $1 
tie, 7 cents from a 35 cent pair of 
socks and $5 from a $25 overcoat” i
At the breakfast table, Mrs. Av- ) 
erage Man can help her nusband 
count
“Fifty taxes take 2 cents from a 
dime loaf of bread,” said Mr. Krat­
ky. Sugar’s 43 taxes represent 23 
per cent of the cost A 35 cent 
pound of meat would have cost 
only 28 cents, but for 38 taxes.
“With this drain on the family in­
come, the living struggle has be­
come more burdensome day after 
day under the Roosevelt admin­
istration. There is not much chance 
of The Forgotten Man’ getting a 
raise from his company, for his {irm 
is paying taxes at the rate of more 
than $1,500 a year per man em­
ployed.”
“Scarcity” Taxes Slash 
Food Purchase Power
By ANNE BROWN
CHICAGO, ILL.—When the clerk 
in the market totals the prices of 
your food purchases and hands you 
the bill, it's a shock.
But don’t blame the store you | 
are dealing with. Don’t suspect that j 
the farmer is profiting by these 
high prices. They are hit as hard j 
as you are by the Roosevelt policies j 
that are sending prices sky-rocket- 1 
ing.
In fact price raising has just be­
gun. The federal Bureau of Agri- I 
cultural Economics forecasts anoth- 1 
er 12 per cent increase by spring, j
Millions of dollars were paid out 
under Roosevelt administrative or­
der to wealthy corporations for not 
raising sugar, cotton and other com- : 
modities. This was an expensive ( 
program of curtailment, for which 
the consumer eventually will pay 
the bill.
After curtailment came scarcity. 
Now foreign imports are pouring in­
to this country at high prices to 
supply the demand.
Here’s how the food budget is af­
fected: Using an average communi­
ty as a typical example (although 
prices vary around the country), j 
three years ago a $2 bill would pur­
chase: 1 lb. bacon, 2 lbs. chuck ’ 
roast; 1 qt. milk; 1 doz. eggs; 1 
lb. butter; 5 lbs. potatoes; 2 lbs. 
cabbage; 2 lbs. onions; 1 can to­
matoes; 1 can corn; 1 lb. sugar; 2 
lbs. bread; 2 lbs. lard.
Today in the same locality, a $2 j 
bill purchases only seven items out 
of this list of 13. The food pur­
chase ability of the consumer’s dol­
lar has been virtually cut in half 
under the New Deal.
Visualizing the Deficit
Washington, D. C.—The accumu­
lated deficit of the New Deal, as re- I 
ported by the treasury department, 
is more than the assessed value of 
all farm lands and improvements 
and all town and city lots and im­
provements of Virginia, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, the Carolinas, Georgia, 
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Lou­
isiana, Texas, Arkansas, Oklaho­
ma, Missouri and Kansas, com­
bined.
Landon for 4-H Clubs
‘‘The development of sound lead­
ership in agriculture through the 
4-H Clubs is bound to be of great 
benefit in the developing of a sound 
leadership for agriculture in the fu­
ture.”
From Foreign Farms
During 1935 farmers in foreign 
lands sold farm products in the 
United States to the extent of one 
billion four hundred million dollars. 
That was money the American 
farmer might have had but for the 
New Deal’s tariff policy.
Food Dollar Shrinks
Three years ago you could buy all the food on the table for $2. Today, 
after New Deal scarcity and tax increases, you can buy only the items 
on the left, or about half as much. Vida Mitchell of Chicago displays 
the housewife's dilemma.
Gov. Alf M. Landon
A striking likeness of the Repub­
lican candidate for President is this 
nev. crayon portrait, heretofore un­
published, tbe work of Artist Alfred 
Panepinto.
Workers Bear High Cost 
of Bureaucracy; Hurley
BUCKHANNON, W. VA. — The 
New Deal has saddled upon the 
backs of workers the most extensive 
bureaucracy and the greatest debt 
in the history of the nation, Patrick 
J. Hurley, former secretary of war, I 
said here in an address at a district1 
Republican rally.
“Most of the obligations the New J 
Deal has created against the tax­
payers are held by the ‘money j 
changers’,” Mr. Hurley said. “The 
taxpayer will not only have to pay 
the amount borrowed by the New 
Deal, but will have to pay in interest 
and service charges to the ‘money 
changers’ $2 for every dollar bor­
rowed.
"While the New Deal is telling 
the workers of its friendship for 
them and telling the young people 
how it admires and loves them, it 
is at the same time handing the 
workers and the rising generation 
the bill for all its waste."
Millions Honor Landon
on His 49th Birthday
TOPEKA, KAS.—“Landon day" 
was celebrated for the first time on 
September 9 by millions of Ameri­
cans who expect that Alf M. Landon, 
governor of Kansas, will be the next 
president of the United States.
It will be the 49th birthday of Alf 
Landon, Republican nominee for 
president and governor of Kansas, 
a “typical prairie state.” In the ! 
nation • wide Landon celebration j 
many friends and admirers in Penn- i 
sylvania, the state of his birth, and 
Ohio, where he spent his boyhood, t 
sent greetings to Gov. Landon.
The Republican National Commit- ! 
tee celebrated the day by issuing 
a new Landon campaign poster. 
This will be distributed throughout 
the country. It shows a recent por­
trait of Gov. Landon. Besides the 
usual heading, "Gov. All M. Lan­
don, Republican nominee for presi­
dent,” it carries the following cap­
tion which holds him up as a new 
national leader:
‘That leadership along the trail.
Which we have loved long since. 
And lost awhile,
Has come to us again.”
Labor Backs Landon,
Says Union President
CHICAGO, ILL. — Gov. Alf M. 
Landon has the respect and backing 
of the thinking working man, Wil­
liam L. Hutcheson, general presi- 
Ident of the International Brother­
hood of Carpenters and Joiners of 
America, and director of the labor 
division of the Republican National 
committee, declared.
“While some officers of the Ameri­
can Federation of Labor have en­
dorsed President Roosevelt, the 
membership of the Federation is 
5,000,000. Without complete endorse­
ment of all the officers, very few of 
these votes can be delivered to any 
one candidate,” said Mr. Hutcheson.
“A conservative estimate is that 
2,000,000 of these men have steady 
jobs and own their homes. They 
realize that the New Deal's policy 
is a dangerous one and they see 
the loss of their security if it is al­
lowed to continue. Those without 
jobs realize now that they have been 
the victims of Mr. Roosevelt’s brok­
en promises.”
Straight From the Shoulder
in.......
THr ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
AND /r>/^A’T’T75C. TAKE H0MF- A BOTTLE 
THAT IS 1 Hi O BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
U.S. Loses Trade 
by New Treaties
Foreign Nations Dump 
Products Here Under Lat­
est New Deal Policies.
Washington. D. C.—American for­
eign trade balances are shrinking 
rapidly as a direct result of the 
New Deal Party's reciprocal tariff 
treaties, latest figures released by 
the Department of Commerce show.
The United States is losing daily 
with every country with which the 
New Deal treaties have been put 
into operation, the figures show.
At the same time, United States 
imports jumped upward, from $1.- 
644,055,000 in 1934. before tlie trea­
ties went into effect, to $2,047,287,- 
000 In 1935 after the agreements 
were in operation.
Only Germany Barred.
Germany is the only country in 
the entire world that does not reap 
the benefits of the tariff reductions 
in the New Deal treaties, because 
Secretary of State Cordell Hull 
ruled Germany out of the recipro­
cal tariff system.
All in all, for the first six months 
of 1936, foreign trade books ot the 
United States were in the red 
$9,011,000 as compared with a black 
ink showing of $29,645,000 for the 
corresponding period in 1935. Mean­
while, the American trade position 
with Germany improved more than 
400 percent
The report reveals that with 14 
of the 51 nations of the world, Amer­
ican exports actually declined in 
the first six months of 1936, caus­
ing Americans to lose millions of 
doUars.
Cuba Shows Gains.
The negative balance of trade 
with Cuba, which is always present 
because of heavy United States sug­
ar purchases, jumped from $31,628,- 
000 to $51,935,000 under the recipro­
cal treaties.
The favorable balance of trade 
with Brazil dropped from $26,111,- 
000 to $24,712,000. The favorable 
balance with Canada dropped from 
$28,038,000 to $24,662,000.
With Sweden, in 1935, the United 
States had a favorable trade bal­
ance of $851,000, the report shows, 
but in 1936, after the New Deal’s 
tampering, the United States had a 
negative balance with Sweden of 
$1,337,000.
Famous Historian 
Hits New Dealers 
on Broken Pledges
i_________________________________
New York, N. Y. — America’s 
most famous historian, James Trus- 
low Adams, in his latest volume on 
current history, discloses that from 
the nonpartisan viewpoint of the 
historian the New Deal administra­
tion has broken more pledges to the 
people than any other administra­
tion.
“I cannot recall any other presi­
dent and party which has gone so 
far in the solemnity of their 
pledges," Mr. Adams writes in his 
new book. "Nor do I recall any 
other such repudiation of them.
"That repudiation has not been 
the result of overwhelming circum­
stance, but has largely resulted 
from the endeavor to make over 
the whole pattern of our social and 
economic life to meet the personal 
approbation of a president.
"The question at once arises, how 
can self-government continue if a 
people cannot put trust in the most 
solemn pledges of the party and 
candidates for whom the majority 
vote?
“If we cannot do so, then the 
system of party government must 
crumble and we have nothing to 
take its place, except dictatorship 
or revolutionary chaos.”
The book, “The Living Jefferson," 
ls published by Scribners. Mr. Ad­
ams is the author, among others, ot 
“Founding of New England,” a 
Pulitzer prize winner, and "The 
Epic of America.”
Landon Leading 2 to 1
in Six-State Radio Poll
Chicago, Ill.—Reflecting the na­
tionwide swing away from the New 
Deal Party, Governor Alf M. Lan 
don. Republican Presidential nom 
inee, is maintaining a two-to-one 
lead over President Roosevelt in a 
poll conducted by the midwestero 
radio station, WIND.
Covering six states, Illinois, Indi­
ana, Michigan, Ohio, Iowa and Wis­
consin, the poll requires that all 
votes must be written and sent in 
through the personal interest of 
the voter.
With Governor Landon showing 
better than 12,000 votes at the lat­
est count and President Roosevelt 
trailing with less than 6,000, the 
minor candidacies of Lemke, Brow­
der and Thomas divided another 
1,500 votes.
Evils of Restricted Production
No policy of restricting production 
and artificially raising prices is 
sound policy. Reduction of produc­
tion inevitably affects the real wages 
of everyone: therefore, it lowers the 
standard of living. And, more than 
anything else, it leads to the bread 
lines, to ration cards and to a form 
of government that is not a de­
mocracy but an autocracy. (Frank 
Knox, Worcester, Mass., speech.)
Kept all Promises
During his four years as chief 
executive of Kansas, Governor Alf 
Landon fulfilled every campaign 
promise he made, and made good 
on every plank in the party’s state 
platform. ____________ , „.I
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HORIZONTAL
1-Punch
4-Part of a locomotive
7-Chart
9-Strike gently
12-A metal
14-Device for lifting
16- Powdered (Her.)
17- Friendly
19-Camped
21- An insect (pi.)
22- Feline
24-Chlef
26- Plural suffix
27- A large fruit 
29-Pair (abbr.) 
31-Fondle
33- lnterdict
34- In no manner 
36-A shade tree
38- lndefinite article
39- To crave
40- Paradise
42- Apostle (abbr.)
43- Greek god of war
44- Scolds
45- Eleven hundred
46- Scar
49-Profound
51-Preposition
53-Consumed
55- Scotch river
56- Rodent
57- Viper
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
58-Near by 
60-River In Germany
62- The (Sp.),,
63- Large plant
65- Cat cry
66- Plural of datum 
68-Smoke-pipe 
70-Halve
72- Help
73- Part of the foot
76- Eagle
77- Crimson
78- Bustle
79- Lyric poem
80- Look
■M
VERTICAL
•
1- Light, gay, dance
2- Surface
3- Baby's cap
5- The whole
6- Exist .fj,
7- Myself
8- Science
9- Withdraw
10- So be it
11- Suffix. Fcoted 
13-lnsect eggs
15- Meat of a calf
16- Break suddenly 
18-Because 
20-Type measure
VERTICAL (Cont.)
22- A coin
23- Pitch
25-Mineral spring
27- Human race
28- Bow the head 
30-Mischievous child
32- Perform
33- Establlshed 
35-Dogma 
37-Enduret 
39-Marry 
41-Doze 
45-lnsane
47- Recent
48- Abound
49- Hauled
50- Corn spike 
52-Open (Poet) 
54-Gained
57-Changes the form of 
59-Canvas shelter
61- Search
62- Comfort
63- Pipe
64- Early English (abbr.)
66- Prefix. Two
67- A skin disease
68- Distant
69- Youth
70- Set out, as a plant
71- Golf mound
74- Negative
75- Behold
J! '
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(Solution to previous puzzle)
PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Carle of Bar­
rington. R I., spent the weekend at 
] their farm here.
Annie Fillimore of Presque Isle has 
! returned home after spending a few 
I days with her sister. Mrs. Florence 
Orne.
Belle Orne, R. N., who recently 
passed a short recess with her parents 
Mr and Mrs. A. W Orne. is in Boston 
where she will take an additional 
course of study.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Young. Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter D. Young. Laurice. 
Carl and William Young motored 
6unday to Pemaquid Point. Medomak 
and along the Damariscotta river.
The Donald Flinchbaugh family 
and friends and Mr. and Mrs. Russell 
Mann and friends spent the weekend 
at their respective cottages.
Ferdinand Morse was host Sunday
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to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse. Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Bucklin and others, 
at his home.
Typical
The Landon home at Independ­
ence, Kansas, is a typical Ameri­
can home in a "typical prairie 
state”.
September Only!
Bytex Double Check
PRINTED STATIONERY 
Double the regular quantity!
Postage 
10c Extra
200 SINGLE SHEETS 
100 ENVELOPES
or
100 ENVELOPES 
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
With Printing on Sheets and Envelopes . . , 
smart new Monogram or Name and Address 
styles.
Fine quality paper with a smooth writing 
surface . . . Blue, Ivory, Green or Orchid 
Double Check.
9/1; .
Check and Double Check
Quality ... on this outstanding printed stationery
Quantity value . . . buy boxes and boxes for yourself
. . . for schoolward bound friends . . . for 
Christmas gifts!
Orders Filled in About Ten Days
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Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.15 P. M.
STAR
TUESDAY, SEPT. 22
“POPPY”
W. C. FIELDS,
ROCHELLE HUDSON
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24
“SINS OF MAN” r
JEAN HERSHOLT. DON AMECHE
-------------------------------------------
SATURDAY, SEPT. 26
“Yours For The Asking”
GEORGE RAFT,
DOLORES C. BARRYMORE 
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
SPECIAL—$10 given away each 
Saturday night in three priiea 
The third priae this week is $4.00
Evening Shows 8.15 D. S. T.
113-114
EAST WALDOBORO
L. I. Mank and children called 
Sunday on Mrs. Angeletta Waters, 
Damariscotta Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs were 
weekend guests of relatives ln Port­
land.
Mrs. Sylvia Achorn, Miss Ellie 
Mank. Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Mrs. 
Josephine Miller motored Monday to 
Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank and son 
Albert visited Sunday with relatives 
ln Richmond.
Mrs. Emma Winchenbach was re­
cent guest at her son Perley's, also at 
L. A. Winchenbach’s.
Dr. Oay King. Dr. Opdycke. Miss 
Adelaide Wright. R. N., and Miss 
Una Clark. R. N, of Augusta were j 
recent visitors at the home of Ms. I 
N. S. Reever.
Rev. and Mrs. Howse were callers 
Friday at L. I. Mank's.
Miss Dorothy Muir visited friends 
ln Greene over the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Emery D. Mank of j 
Quincy. Mass., were recent guests of I 
his brother. James Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson of i 
South Waldoboro were visitors Sun- I 
day at C Bowers' home.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wren and 
children of Hallowell, Miss Jessie
WALDOBORO
Rev. and Mrs. William Muir are on 
Long Island where Mrs. Muir is em­
ployed as a teacher.
Mrs. J. B Deaver and Miss Jane 
Thomson, who passed the summer at 
Medomak Lodge, have returned to 
Wyncote, Pa
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Haskell have 
been visiting relatives ln Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Mason are 
In Pigeon Cove, Mass., this week.
Mrs. Mabe! Mank, who was at her 
home here tor several weeks, has re­
turned to Dover, N. H.
Mrs. James Lockery after a 
month's stay at the Little Nursing 
Home, has returned to Bath.
A dance was held in the High 
School auditorium Friday night with 
Hanna's orchestra. The proceeds will 
be used for the Athletic Association.
Mrs. Abbie Nelson, Mrs. Ida Moody 
and William Tracy of Gloucester, 
Mass, were weekend guests of Miss 
Annie O. Welt.
Mrs. Esther Davis is at the home of 
Miss Julia Kaler, where she will pass 
the winter.
Albert Kylonem, who was seriously 
Injured in an accident Labor Day, Is 
Improving at the Maine General 
Hospital. Portland.
Rolllston Linscott and Alden Tay­
lor of Melrose, Mass., have been 
guests of Mrs. Jennie H. Linscott.
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Bailey, who 
j recently visited their daughter, Mrs. 
Gladys Grant, have returned to 
Weld.
E. Ashley Walter, winner ln the 
i County Commissioner contest, had 
! not only the largest Republican vote 
ever thrown in Waldoboro but also 
received the largest majority among 
the county candidates.
JEFFERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson 
have returned home after visiting 
relatives in Auburn ten days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson and i 
1 family of Auburn passed 6unday at 
their cottage.
Al Tibbetts is greatly improved in 
health.
Buse Ogilvie has been appointed 
teacher at Chesuncook School.
The annual business meeting of
Harden Bible Class was held Friday 
Miller and Harry Miller of the vil- I n*ht wtth an entertainment, refresh- 
lage were at Otto Bowden's home ments and social evening making a
Sunday on a visit.
Mrs J. Glaude. Mrs. R. McLeod
and Mrs. A. Wiley were in Rockland i 
visiting Thursday
pleasant event.
Herbert Bond is seriously ill. 
Willow Grange met Saturday night
and made plans for "Booster Night;'
“CAMELS ALWAYS 
SET ME RIGHT,”
reports Sydney Jones, 
expert electrician, who 
likes to feel his diges­
tion is going along 
smoothly. "Make my 
food taste better and 
help my digestion.”
THE WORLD-FAMOUS "COCOANUT GROVE" IN 
LOS ANGELES. This famous restaurant of the Ambas­
sador Hotel is a center for dining de luxe. Stars of stage 
and screen—California’s gay society—parade by...famous 
faces everywhere. Camels are first choice at the Cocoanut 
Grove. Jimmy, the well-known maitre d’hotel of thc Cocoa- 
nut Grove, says: "People who are good judges of food 
are equally discriminating in their choice of a cigarette. 
Here they all seem to smoke Camels.”
Smoking Camels with meals and after 
helps bring a sense of well-being
EATING is one of life’s real pleasures.Camels make it more enjoyable! Smoking Camels speeds up the flow of 
digestive fluids ... alkaline digestive 
fluids, which good digestion requires.
Mild, rich-tasting Camels are a refresh­
ing stand-by the whole day through. 
Camels set you right! They never get 
on your nerves... tire your taste... or 
irritate your throat.
THOSE WHO
NATIONAL BOWLING 
CHAMP, Charlie Warren, 
says: "It's Camels for me. 
When I smoke Camels at 
mealtime and after, I have 
a great feeling of com­
fort. And I enjoy my meals 
more too.”
EXPERIENCE A DELIGHTFUL SENSE OF DIGESTIVE WELL-BEING
COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
LESTER STOEFEN,
tennis champ. Like so 
many of sportdom’s 
top-notchers,he prefers 
Camels. "An athlete has 
to have good digestion,” 
says Lester. "I smoke a 
lot during meals and 
after. Camels make food 
digest easier.”
Camels are made from finer, MORE 
expensive TOBACCOS-Turkish and Do­
mestic-than any other popular brand.
HOLLYWOOD RADIO TREAT! Camrl 
Cigarettes bring you a FULL HOUR’S 
ENTERTAINMENT! Two great orches­
tras and glamorous Hollywood Guest 
Stars Tuesday —8:30 pm E. S. T. (9:30 
pm E.D.S T.), 7:30 pmC.S.T..6:3O pm 
M.S.T., 5:30 pm P.S.T. over WABC- 
Columbia Network.
“ONE PLEASURE I NEVER DENY 
MYSELF is smoking Camels during 
meals and after,” says Mrs. H. W. Rob­
inson, busy matron. "Camels help my 
digestion. And they are so mild.”
STONINGTON
John Flanders, Mr. and Mrs. Le- Wednesday, and drew up arrange- 
land Orff and daughter. Elsa were i menu for the annual fair and supper 
guesU Thursday of Ralph Flanders scheduled for Oct. 7.
and Mrs. W L. Smith. Portland Raymond Bond is a student at the I
Mr. and Mrs. M. T Mank and son University of Maine.
Kenneth of Farmingdale visited Sun­
day at L L. Manks.
Otto Bowden and children attend- i A. Clark.
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. Gammon of 
j Alford are visiting Mr. and Mrs. H.
ed the Bowden family reunion Sun­
day in Oakland.
Miss Rose A. Kirkpatrick returned 
Sunday to Hallowell.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank and Mr 
and Mrs J. M. Mank called Wednes­
day on Mrs. Amanda Kaler and Mrs. 
Nancy Moody, North Nobleboro.
Mrs Jennie Webber and Mrs. John 
Blagdon of Wiscasset called on 
friends here Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clark and 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hilton of Woods 
Hole, Mass., are on a trip to Nova 
Scotia.
Mrs. Nathalie (Bond) Mason, has 
recovered from a recent illness and 
resumed her duties at the State 
House.
The Kelly gavel progressed another 
step in its travels about Lincoln 
County, having reached South Jeffer-
Mrs. Gladys Barton and daughter Qrange Friday night. It was 
Sue, who were guesU of Mrs. N S delivered by Willow Grange ot Jef- 
Reever. several weeks, have returned ferson and accepted by Herbert A.
to Fitchburg. Mass Clark, master of South Jefferson
Miss Carolyn Hanna has entered J Qrange Lecturer Gladys Buck pre- 
the Nurses' Training School of the # pIea&ing program.
Maine General Hospital, Portland S. W. Weatherhead and family of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B Bovey were ln [ Medford Everett Weatherhead and 
Friendship Sunday and also called 
at L. A Winchenbach’s, South Wal­
doboro.
Miss Myrtie Reever, R. N., of Au­
gusta is guest of her mother, Mrs. 
Nellie Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Little ,of 
Bristol visited Sunday at the homes 
of C. Bowers and Mrs. Sidensparkers.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs . Richard Brownell and two 
sons of Boston were recent overnight 
guests of Mr. and, Mrs. William 
Counce. The next day, accompanied 
by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike, 
they motored to their home, Mr ahd 
Mrs. Thorndike returning the follow­
ing day.
Miss Emily Counce who was at 
Harborside near Brooksville for the 
summer, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Altonen Jr„ who 
were recently at their home here after 
returning from Finland, are now In 
New York where they have employ­
ment.
The Tuesday Club enjoyed a pic­
nic Friday at Spruce Head Island. 
The remainder of the afternoon be­
ing passed at the home of Mrs. Clar­
ence Munsey in Rockland.
Mrs. Margaret Andrews is hostess 
to the Tuesday Club this week.
The 4-H Club held a supper, local 
contest, and entertainment at the 
Grange hall Thursday night with an 
exceptionally good attendance.
The local church will entertain 
members Oct. 9 at the quarterly 
meeting of the Lincoln Baptist As­
sociation.
Evelyn Burgess of Waltham have 
been visiting at the home of John 
Weatherhead.
Mrs. Mary Weeks is guest of Rock­
land relatives.
Joseph Noyes has returned home 
from (Gardiner Hospital where he 
underwent a tonsil operation.
Rev. Mr. Hale exchanged pulpits 
Sunday morning with) Rev. J. L. 
Besant and preached a forceful, in­
spiring sermon.
The Damariscotta Baptist Associa­
tion meets Wednesday at North 
Nobleboro Church.
Mrs. Edith Shrader and family 
have taken a furnished apartment in 
Augusta for the winter. They passed 
the weekend at their home here.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Besant have 
returned from a week s visit at Ocean 
Park.
Trinity Union meets Sunday at 
10:30 at the South Jefferson Church.
Ervill Bartlett of Washington has 
been visiting his grandparents, Mr. 
and Mrs. W. A. Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hannon and family [ 
of Liberty passed Sunday with Mrs 
Bedford Jago.
Gertrude Roberts Stanley
This community was saddened 
Sept. 7 when it was learned that 
brave, warm-hearted Gertrude Stan­
ley had died the night previous.
Gertrude Roberts Stanley was bom 
Nov. 5, 1921. only child of Charles 
and Carrie (Gray) Stanley. She was 
stricken last January with a severe 
illness and although it was a losing 
fight from the very first, sne never 
gave up courage and bravely 
struggled to get well. For four 
months she was a patient in a Ban­
gor sanatorium where she endeared 
herself to the physicians and nurses. 
About six weeks ago Dr. Gumprecht, 
the cVilef doctor, took the time to 
come here with his family to make 
Gertrude a visit.
Gertrude had a charming, lovely 
personality and it would be hard to 
say who loved her the more—her own 
young friends or the elderly people of 
the village. She was ever mindful 
of the aged and shut-ins and always 
trying to be of help to them. At an
early age she gave promise of becom­
ing a good student, and while not 
quite 15, she would have been a junior 
in High School this year. No school 
function was quite complete without 
Gertrude.
Every kindness of devoted mother, 
father, grandparents, uncles and 
aunts was showered upon their d;ar 
one, whose wishes were met almost 
before she expressed them.
The funeral was held Sept. 9 Four 
schoolmates. Woodrow Cousins. Thur­
low Fitts, Velmore GTeenraw, and 
Montie Morey carried the white, 
flower-bedecked casket to Its resting 
place. Interment was In Torrey's 
cemetery. IB. H ]
CATCHING
COLD?
At the first warn­
ing sneeze — quick 
— a few drops up 
each nostril. Its 
timely use helps
prevent many colds.
Vicks Vatro-mol
POLAND
SPRING
HOUSE
POLAND SPRING, MAINE
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal 
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes
POLAND SPRING HOUSE MANSION HOUSE
Open until October 5th. Open until November 2d
Private Golf Course—18 Holes 
First Tec and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel. 
Swimming, Fishing, Upland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock, 
Tennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra 
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
HOME OF POLAND WATER
VINALHAVEN SWAN'S ISLAND
- Visitor—“You seem to be a bright 
boy. 1 suppose you have a very good 
place in your class."
Albert—“Yes, I sit by the radiator."
SILVER LINING
(Por The Courler-Oazette)
How many foggy days do come!
And then the south wind brings us 
from
The ocean wide, the fog and rain 
Which water every field and plain
Back of the clouds still shines the sun— I 
Its dally course forever runs;
•Twill bravely break through clouds and 
glow
To dry the earth and all below.
So dull days come Into our lives 
When mighty trials ever strive
To fill our thoughts and make us sad 
When darkened hours we have had.
But back of all there ls the Joy 
Which comes to every man and boy
When efforts strong to do the right 
Result ln actions fair and bright.
Charles E Cook
Friendship
Natural
Poland Club Soda
and
Poland Spring Ginger Ale
(Dry and Golden)
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
POLAND WATER
Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison
HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
SOUTH POLAND, ME.
101*115 Ginger Ale
Allen Drake has closed his summer 
home, The Breakers, and is in Florida 
for the winter. His son Marshall 
Drake has returned to Cincinnati.
Mrs. Ora Jones returned Friday 
frem Belfast.
Lavaughn Ames, Jr„ of New Bed­
ford, Mass., has been guest of hls 
grandmother Mrs. Ella Ames at Cal­
derwood's Neck. He was accom­
panied by Miss Lena Potter also of 
New Bedford.
L. A. Coombs returned Friday from ' 
a week's stay in Boston and vicinity '
Mrs. Stephen Gould went Friday to 
Washington, D C.
Mrs. Ruth McNalley of Eoston If 
visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. 
Ralph Bickford.
Capt. Edward Greenleaf. Max Con-; 
way and Meredith Trefrey of the 
yacht Althea arrived home Friday.
William Wahlman and Richard 
Healey arrived home Saturday. The.’ 
were members of the crew of Steamer 
Romance which was struck by S. S 
New York. .
Mrs. Guy Peaslee, Mrs. Edward 
Lane and Mrs. Fred Burns returned 
Saturday from an auto trip to Boston 
and vicinity.
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Greenleaf 
visited Saturday in Rockland.
The Four A s met Friday night with 
Mrs. Emma Winslow.
The Lions Club meets at Union 
Church vestry tonight. The banquet 
will be furnished by Union Church 
Circle.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson 
were guests of honor Saturday night 
at a 20th wedding anniversary dinner 
party given by Mrs. Andrew Cassie 
and Mrs. Alfred Creed at the home 
of Mrs. Creed. The table was attrac­
tively decorated in pastel shades, and 
while at dinner the Petersons re­
ceived a gift of china and a wedding 
cake. Other guests were Mr and 
Mrs. Charles Boman, Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Brown. Dorothy and Herbert Cassie, 
Andrew Cassie and Alfred Creed. 
Beano was one of the features of the 
evening, Mrs. Charles Boman being 
the most consistent winner. Andie 
Cassie was awarded consolation.
Mrs. Edwin Cronkite is spending a 
week with her mother. Mrs. Addle 
Staples and her daughter. Margaret 
who has been cared for by her grand­
mother during the summer.
Mrs. Grace Johnson has employ­
ment at the Beal cottage for a few 
weeks.
Mrs. Andrew Smith returned home 
recently after spending a vacation 
with her daughter, Mrs. Franklin 
Wood in Rockland.
Irma Morse, Leila Stockbridge, 
Margaret Stanley and Norman 
Staples went Monday to Charleston 
where they will attend jHlgglns 
Classical Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Morse are pass­
ing a few weeks with their daughter, 
Mrs. Ruby Norton, in Sanford.
Mrs. Cleveland J. Trask is visiting 
relatives in Rockland and Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Boardman 
and two children o7 Rockland were 
with Mrs. Boardman’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter Joyce in Atlantic.
Mrs. Grace Johnson. Thelma John­
son, Lida Sprague and Laura Sprague 
were dinner guests Thursday of Mrs. 
James Sprague.
Mrs. Elden Colbath entertained at
her home Friday night in honor of 
Mrs. Edwin Cronkite (Goldie Staples) 
and Miss Thelma Johnson. The 
guests were: Amy Staples. Harriet 
Johnson. Hazel Staples Bessie Dun­
ham. Lillian Joyce. Laura Sprague. 
Marion Herrick. Eleanor Van Hom, 
I.ina Joyce, Lida Sprague. Mamie 
Joyce, Margery Trask. Nina Sprague, 
Mrs. Cronkite and Thelma Johnson. 
Refreshments were served and gener­
al sociability enjoyed.
“What did you leave your job at 
the Goldplated Securities for? I 
thought you had a good thing there.”
“I thought so, too. till I'd been there 
a week. I was supposed to be secre­
tary to the vice president, but he was 
no vice president at all. Why, he 
only took two hours and a half for 
lunch, and sometimes he'd stick 
around till four in the afternoon. I 
couldn't work for a man like that.”— 
Exchange.
RATES'
AftfU •$» $•■$» 
8nW*h»-MMV 
. HMM wmwn
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/*
to Your hotel la BOSTON
500 Room!
RADIO 
SERVIDOR 
TUB sSHOWER
6^ MANGER
« NORTH STATION
*< TRAIN-»./«<• ROOM*
Jfsre is your chance lo buy 
Qenuine, Socially (Correct
Engraved Stationery
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!
Genuine engraving is the socially correct thing for busuiess 
stationery—the dignified, impressive medium for business 
or professional use. Now—at these amazingly low prices— 
there is no need to be satisfied with imitation engraving or 
commonplace printing. ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISE­
MENT INCLUDE THE COST OF ENGRAVING THE PLATE.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Lyndon Morse, who has been pass- 
! ing two weeks' vacation with his 
i parents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse,
I returned Sunday to Portland.
Maple Grange, at its assembly 
' Thursday night, featured a fine pro­
gram by the welfare committee. 
Luncheon rounded out the evening's
activities.
Marie Burnheimer is attending 
j school at Kents Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mank. son 
j Walter of East Gardner, Mass., have 
been visiting relatives and friends
here the past week.
Super values in
ENGRAVED
BUSINESS
STATIONERY
Now—for tho lint time—engraved 
stationery for business or profes­
sional use may be had at tho 
price of ordinary Imitations. Tako 
advantage of these outstanding 
values:
500 Business Cards, plate
included ----- - ----------- $7.95
500 Hammermill Bond letterheads 
(8’/2xll or 7V4x10V2) $7.95
50 Business announcements, en* 
velopes and plate included, 
only ..._ -__.....— $8.85
SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER 
500 engraved business cards, 
500 Hammermill Bond letterheads.
500 Hammermill Bond envelopes, 
plate included, only ... $15.69
VISITING CARDS
100 paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30 styles of en­
graving, PLATE INCLUDED, only----------------------- $1.65
SOCIAL STATIONERY
Special styles for men and women. A choice of lovely 
colors, monograms and styles of engraving. PLATE IN­
CLUDED __________________________$2.25, 53-95 and up.
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OR INVITATIONS
On while or ivory stock—wedding or plate finish. Inside
and outside envelopes and PLATE INCLUDED-------- $8.95
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Sympathy cards, birth announcements, at home cards, 
reception cards—all available in a socially correct selec­
tion of engraving styles, sizes and shapes at correspond­
ingly low prices. Come in and see our display of samples.
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THOMASTON
Mr and Mrs. Ellis Young enter­
tained Thursday night in honor of Mr. 
Young's sister, Miss Florence Young, 
who left Saturday to study dental 
nursing at the University of Tenne- 
see in Memphis. The guests were 
Miss Blanche Prior, Mrs. Esther 
Wheeler, Mrs. William Vinal, Miss 
Eleanor Seeber and Frank Mazzeo.
The Fred Morse house on Main 
street has been sold to Mr. and Mrs. 
Philip Edmands, who will make their 
heme there.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Herbert Washburn 
returned Saturday to Portland after 
a visit in town.
Mr. and Mrs. John C-eighton went 
Sunday to Ashburnham. Mass., where 
Mr. Creighton will resume his duties 
as instructor at Cushing Academy. 
Mrs. Creighton has also been engaged 
to teach there.
Miss Mary McFhail who has been 
visiting Mrs. William G. Boynton in 
Middleboro. Mass., returned home 
Saturday.
Mrs. Clara Mathews and Miss 
Katherine Mathews are at home after 
visiting Mrs. Mathews daughter. Mrs. 
Floyd Benner in Augusta.
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis, who has been 
staying with Capt. and Mrs. James E. 
Creighton for several weeks, returned 
Friday to Boston.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery is visiting friends 
in Portland.
Miss Matilda Burgess, who has been 
registered at Kncx Hotel, has re­
turned to New York city.
Mrs. Eliza Whitnej- is at home after 
visiting her niece, Mrs. Bertha York 
in. East Milton. Mass.
Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis was guest of 
honor before her departure for Bos­
ton at a tea given by Mrs. James E 
Creighton at her residence. Other 
guests were Mrs. William J. Tobey. 
Mrs. Charles Creighton. Miss Matilda 
Burgess, Mrs Helen Smith. Miss Lucy 
A. Rokes, Miss Jessie Crawford, Miss 
Lizzie Levensaler, Mrs. Waiter An­
drews, Mrs. William Hastings, Mrs
Eleanor Shields, Raymond Wallace. 
Audrey and Leon Simmons, and Joan 
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Roberts and 
daughter Dorothy of Dorchester. 
Mass., returned Sunday, after a 
week's visit with E. P. Starrett and 
family.
WARREN
Stuart Burgess returned Sunday tc 
South Weymouth. Mass., after being 
weekend guest of George Teague and 
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal.
Warren High School has probably 
| the largest registration this year, in 
tiie history of the school, total num­
ber of students, being 67. including 
one pest graduate. Class officers 
have been elected thus: Senior Class 
—President, Miss Janet Wade: treas­
urer, Miss Mary Trone; secretary. 
Jasper Spear; student council. Avard 
Robinson and Miss Mary Trone 
Juniors—President, Miss Winona 
Robinson; treasurer. Miss Freda 
Moody; secretary. Miss Julia Lam- 
pinen; student council. Miss Beatrice 
Merrifield and Reino Hill. Sopho­
mores—President. Alfred Wyllie; vice 
president. Wilfred Kilpinen; secre­
tary-treasurer. Miss Annette Haskell; 
student council. Eugene Dalrymple 
and Sisko Lehto Freshmen—Presi­
dent. Russell Smith; vice president. 
(Jeorge Robinson; secretary. Miss 
Ruby Starrett; treasurer. Miss Verna 
Robinson; student council Miss 
Pauline Young and Frederick Burgess.
Mrs. Corinne T. Hunter of Haver­
hill, Mass., Mrs. Arthur W. Dean of 
Camden, and Mrs. James H. Thomas 
of Lincolnville visited Thursday at 
the home of Mrs. Gladys Keating 
and family at Warren Highlands.
Mrs. Robert Andrews, accompanied 
by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal 
motored to Portland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Rowe of 
Ellsworth, were dinner guests Sunday 
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe.
Weekend visitors at the home of 
Mr and Mrs. Elbert Starrett were 
George Mathews. Mrs. Charles Cope-1 Mrs Grace Hurd and sons Albion 
land. Miss Margaret Copeland. Mrs 1 and Dean of East Rochester. N H
Import Labor While
Texas Pays Relief
Chicago.—The necessity of im­
porting Mexicans to pick a bumper 
Texas cotton crop while 138,404 per­
sons are on work relief in the Lone 
Star state is too much for one for­
mer Democrat. He is E. F. Bax­
ter, of Chilton, Texas, who wrote to 
the Republican National Committee 
headquarters here announcing his 
conversion and enclosing newspaper 
clippings which described queer go­
ings on in his home state.
“The article striking me most 
forcibly is that where right here in 
Texas with thousands on relief the 
people in the lower valley section 
are asking for permission to ship 
in Mexicans to pick a bountiful 
crop,” Mr. Baxter wrote. “So much 
for the Roosevelt relief.”
The story to which he referred, 
an Associated Press dispatch in the 
Dallas News, said the Mercedes 
chamber of commerce had asked 
Congressman Milton H. West to 
seek suspension of the immigration 
rulings to meet the labor shortage. 
Growers feared damage to the crop 
if it were not picked at once, but 
no local labor could be obtained.
Straight From the Heart
“It would be well for politi­
cians to remember that there 
are still more people off relief 
than on it. These will have a 
say about the building of a po­
litical machine with their own 
hard-earned dollars. — Charles 
Francis Coe.
“Nearly everything has been 
explained except why there are 
more unemployed this year than 
there were last year. — The 
Lynchburg (Va.) News, Senator 
Carter Glass of Virginia, owner.
Poor Bear Bigger 
Tax Load:Landon
Urges Honest Bookkeeping 
in Buffalo Speech; Warns 
of Federal Waste.
AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
A notable cast is seen in support of Bobby Breen in his first stellar pro­
duction. “Let's Sing Again.” Above art- George Houston, concert and musical 
comedy baritone, and Vivienne Osborne, whose romance is abetted by Bobby.
tight-year-old Bobby Breen, incidentally, will be recalled as the mime | 
genius who has been hailed by listeners to Eddie Cantor's broadcasts. In 
“Let's Sing Again" he has ample opportunity to display his vocal prowess j 
and dramatic talent.—adv.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- i
ROCKPORT
Mr
have
•£*•**•>*•**•*■•«••*'••••* ♦ ••■•»«»«••••• W
WANTED
POSITION wanted, taking care of 
children nights References lf required 
7_Orove St.____ _____________ 113*114
MAN wanted to handle distribution of 
famous Watkins Products in Rockland 
and nearby rural localities, selling and 
rervlng hundreds of satisfied customers. 
Excellent opportunity for right party 
No investment. Write J. R WATKINS 
COMPANY 231-87 Johnson Ave . Newark. 
N. tf. ______ 114*lt
MIDDLE aged woman would like com­
panion position, or housekeeper Protes­
tant References. Write Box 373. North 
Haven. Me 114*116
MIDDLE age woman wanted for light 
house work MARGUERITE T SIMMONS 
Warren. Me R F.D. No 1 Box 149 114-116
GIRL or woman wanted lor general 
housework. Sundays otf. free each day at 
2 p. m. References Arply CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE_____________________ 114-116
MIDDLE aged man wanted, dry milker, 
few cows, year's work, good home, small 
wages. References. E. E CHAPMAN 
Nobleboro ________________ 112*117
REFINED middle-aged lady wauld 
like position as housekeeper or com- . 
panton Address B L. care Courier- 
Gazette 113-115
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted In a private 
home. Write Box 445. Rockland. Me. for 
Interview. 114-116
CAPABLE. ,neat woman wanted for 
cooking and general housework Perman- I 
ent position. Box 746. City. 114-116
NEAT middle-aged woman wanted for 
house work in family of two. adults in 
Appleton village Write or telephone 3-13 
MRS ASHTON RIPLEY. Appleton
113-115
POSITION wanted as housekeeper tn 
small household. Neat, good cook Box 
203. Warren 113*115
Donald George, Mrs. Edward G. Wes­
ton and Miss Cora Russell.
» • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar A. Ames. Mrs. 
Lilia Ames. Mrs. E. P. Ahern. Edgar 
Crawford and Edgar Libby motored 
Fridav to Lewiston, where Mr. Ames.
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Siddall and two 
sons cf Pubnico. N. S.. and Miss 
Dorothy Siddall of Southampton, N. 
S.. were guests a few days of Mr. and 
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, on their way home 
from Boston.
Mrs. Grace Henderson went yester-
Mr. Crawford and Mr Libby attended j da>’ 10 Thomaston where she will re-
the Masonic School of Instruction.
Edward O B. Burgess returned home 
Saturday after a visit his
niece. Mrs. E E. Eldridge, in South 
Orleans. Mass.
Mrs. Edgar A. Ames went Monday 
to Springfield, Mass., where she will 
visit her sister. Mrs. Clayton Fuller, 
and will attend the New England Ex­
position.
Walter Strong has resumed his 
course at Colby College.
main for a few days, her son. Ran­
dolph Henderson, member of the 
crew of the Woolworth yacht, 
“Noparo" having a leave of absence 
from his duties. Mrs. Henderson's 
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Maurice Cunningham is being taken 
by Miss Lizzie Winslow.
Callers Saturday at the home of 
j George Teague were Mrs. Clara 
French of Lincoln. Miss Myrtle Has­
kell of New York City, and Mrs.
There will be a special meeting of Sidney Vinal of this place.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Frank D. Rowe were Mr. and Mrs.
; Leon Rowe of Ellsworth.
Miss Clytie French Spear who has 
been visiting her sister. Mrs. May­
nard Brennan in Rockland and 
Warren relatives, went Thursday to 
Brooklyn, N. Y.. stopping enroute to 
, visit Mrs. Howard Batchelder in
the Baptist Mission Circle today at 
? o'clock at the home of Mrs. H. S.
Kilborn. to elect officers and transact 
other business.
Mrs. Eva Jones of Salem. Mass , ar­
rived Saturday to spend a vacation 
with her sister. Mrs. J Murray Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker and 
sen Douglass motored Monday to New
Haven, where the latter will fake up south Weymouth. Mass, 
his studies at Yale Medical School. Mrs. Martha Anderson of Lake- 
They were accompanied as far as Bos- woo^ Ohio, who has been summering 
ton by Miss El.zabeth Creighton who aj Bucksport is guest of Mrs. Clarence 
has a tutoring pos.Lon in New Bed-1 TOiman for a few days, 
ford. Mass. I ____________
Miss Elizabeth Henry, Richard ,
Spear and Richard Bucklin returned 
today to the University of Maine.
Mrs. Mary Marden of Portland was ( 
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. John i 
Hewett.
Amos Mills, Jr., has returned to 
Bowdoin College.
Can You Beat 
This Onion?
* • • •
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot returned heme 
Sunday after spending a week with 
her daughter Miss Barbara Elliot in 1 
Boston. She was accompanied by l 
Jean Elliot who has been visiting her j 
maternal grandmother, Mrs. Gordon 
Griffin, in Brighton. Mass.
Amos Mills spent the weekend with 
his family at Atticus Hill, returning 
Sunday to Concord, Vt.
Mrs. John Buker has returned to 
Monmouth after a week's visit with 
Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings, son 
Bernard and daughter Lois, Mrs. Ag­
gies McLain and son Charles, and | 
Frank Cushman were visitors Sunday 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan I 
Morse, Friendship. Long Island.
A delightful tea was given Satur­
day at the home of Mrs. James E. 
Creighton. Garden flowers were used 
as decorations and the tea table was 
particularly lovely. The guests in­
cluded Mrs. Murray Hupper. Miss 
Marjorie Hupper. Mrs. Harold Hup­
per, Mrs. Roscoe Hupper and Mrs. 
Healey, all of Martinsville, and Mrs. 
Abbie F. Rice, Mrs Helen Smith, Mrs. 
Lee Walker. Miss Ruth Blcdgctt and 
Miss Anna Dillingham.
Miss Rita Smith and Miss Margaret 
Ruggles are at home after a motor 
trip through New Hampshire, Ver­
mont and Northern New’ York.
Mrs. Ellis Young gave a party Sat­
urday afternoon to observe the third 
birthday anniversary of her daughter, 
Audrey. The little tots played games
and Audrey was the recipient of many | 
gifts. Those in the party were Mrs 
John Mitchell of Friendship, Mr. and 
Mrs Frank Lombard of South Port- j 
land, Mrs. Robert Shields, Frank and
ONION growers throughout the country have responded to an invitation issued early this summer 
seeking the largest onion grown in 
this country in 1936. The huge onion 
shown above was submitted to the 
Zonite Company by Martin Burns, 
Mt. Kisco. N. Y. It weighs 1% 
pounds, has a circumference of 15% 
inches and is 5 inches in diameter. 
It is the largest yet received and any 
grower who can beat it should send 
in liis onion before December 1st to 
compete for the $50.00 prize. More- 
iver, the winning onion will be sent 
mi a nation-wide tour to be displayed 
at strategic locations in connection 
with an advertising canipaigl ex­
plaining how onion breath may be 
corrected. Onions should be sent ex­
press prepaid or by mail to the Zonite 
Company, New Brunswick, N. J.
BUFFALO. N. Y.—Gov. Alf 
M. Landon of Kansas charged 
the Roosevelt administration 
with increasing by 25 per cent 
the share of the cost of govern­
ment falling mainly on persons 
of incomes of $25 a week or less, 
in a speech delivered before a 
crowd of 25,000 persons here. 
He deplored wasteful spending 
and deficits, with their increased 
burden of hidden taxes, and de­
clared, “The time has come 
when we must establish a sys­
tem of simple, honest book­
keeping.”
"We must remember,” he said, 
“that every time the government 
spends a dollar, that dollar will 
have to be paid by our children.”
The Republican Presidential can-' 
didate reiterated his belief in direct 
taxes levied on the net incomes of 
individuals and corporations as a 
means of charging everyone his 
fair share of the cost of govern­
ment and letting him know what 
that share is.
Taxes Hit Low Incomes.
“In the year 1932, 59 cents out 
of every dollar collected by our fed­
eral government was secured from 
direct taxes,” said Gov. Landon. 
“The other 41 cents was collected 
from indirect and hidden taxes.
“Four years later what do we 
find? We find that 51 cents out of 
every dollar collected by the fed­
eral government came from hidden 
taxes. In other words, the share of 
the cost of government falling main­
ly on those with incomes of $25 a 
week or less has increased 25 per 
cent during the three years of the 
present administration. They are 
paying far more than their right­
ful share of the cost of govern­
ment.”
G. O. P. for Relief.
Gov. Landon likened the New 
Deal party's policy of spending dou­
ble its income to the familiar char­
acter of the neighbor who buys 
more than he can afford, and even­
tually “winds up on the rocks.”
“The Republican party believes in 
being generous in the spending of 
money for relief and emergency 
purposes, but it believes that these 
funds should be spent without waste 
and absurdities,” he said.
Gov. Landon’s views on education 
were made plain in his speech at 
Chataqua, N. Y. “In Kansas,” he 
said, “we believe that our schools— 
public, parochial and private—must 
be kept free of all control by the 
federal government. We insist that 
no teacher should be required to 
take any oath not required of all 
other citizens.”
He warned that a danger of 
propaganda now present “concerns 
widespread use of the machinery 
of the federal government to main­
tain the present administration in 
power.”
Debt Xotv SI,131 a Family. 
Washington, D. C.—The national
debt, increased roughly 65 per cent 
under the New Deal, now totals 
$1,131 for every American family.
CLOUD MASS
Fall Clearance Sale—Here Are Some of the 
Best Trades of the Season 
Buick 1935 4-Door Sedan. . . . . . .S695.09
40 Scries. This is a very popular small high quality car 
at a very low price; one of the best performing ears - 
in town.
Ford 1935 4-Door with Trunk ... $495.00
The highest priced closed models; looks like new; two 
to choose from. Priced to sell.
Chevrolet 1935 4-Door Sport Sedan $595.
Master, with knee action, heater, and many extras; a 
very clean ear and in tine mechanical condition.
and Mrs. John Garrett, who 
been occupying the Minnie 
Weed house for the summer, left to­
day for Philadelphia.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will 
serve a public supper Wednesday at 
the vestry from 5.30 to 7.
Mrs. C W. Henry returns Wednes 
day to Philadelphia after spending 
the summer at Orchard Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller, daugh­
ter Ruth. Everett Merrill, Carroll 
Merrill, with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 
Merrill of Methuen. Mass., are on a 
motor trip to Northern Maine.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Logan of Au­
gusta and his mother. Mrs. John Up­
ham of Thomaston were in town Sun­
day calling on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenlaw of 
Waldoboro were guests Sunday of 
Mr. and Mrs Leslie C Deane.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will 
meet Wednesday at the vestry.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain who has been ill 
for several days at her home on 
Union street, ls improving.
Albert Young is having a week’s 
vacation from his duties with the 
Rockland -Thomaston -Camden Bus 
Line.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster of Rockville 
expects to leave the first of October 
in company with her cousin, for a 
visit to California.
Mrs Arthur K. Walker is able to be 
out following a recent illness.
Tiie Isaac Shermans, who have 
been occupying the Steward house 
this summer, return Wednesday to 
New York.
Ernest Ingraham returned Monday 
to West Point N. Y.. after a two 
weeks' vacation spent with his uncle, 
Charles F. Ingraham.
Mrs. Clarence Fish is recuperating 
at the home of her father. George H. 
Glaentzel having left Community 
Hospital Friday where she has been 
a patient 11 weeks.
• • • •
Business School Expands
The Ballard Business School, which 
opened" Sept. 14 is a busy place. An- 
1 other class room has been added on 
I the second floor and Mrs. Olive 
Counce of Thomaston, a Farmington 
Normal School graduate and a teach- 
: er of several years' experience, has 
’ been added to the teaching staff.
Students enrolled are: Adele C. 
Hawkins, Tenant's Harbor; Elaine 
Richards, Margery Bartlett. Eleanor 
Walmsley, Marian Ginn, Virginia 
Leach, Geneva Hooper. Dorothy Dim­
ick. Virginia Richardson. Luella Snow, 
Helen Rogers. Carolyn Reed. Con­
stance Snow, Vera Ames, all of Rock­
land; Doris Hall, Leroy Moon. Eila 
Hurme Rockport; Evelyn V. Berry, 
Katherine V Starrett of Warren; 
Rose Moody, Harold S Arnold. Cam­
den; Willard Pease. Hope.
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* in this column nov to 
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25 
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi­
tional lines five cents each for one time 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
FRIENDSHIP
Charles E. Cook of Concord N. H. 
is here on a short visit.
Know Your Language
By C. L. Bushnell
School of English, 
International CorreaponJence 
Schools
LOST AND FOUND
OIRL or woman wanted for house 
work in exchange for board and room 
MRS K. A ROGERS. Tel 20-14. Liberty. 
Maine.___________________________ 113-115 I
SMALL norse wanted for keeping, good 
home and care DOROTHY POLKY 
Tenants Ha-bor. Me 113*115,
PROTESTANT, middle aged lady wants 
position as companion, or care of con- 
i valescent or seml-lnvalld. Best of ref- 
: erences. Box 367, Thomaston or Tel. 22 
j__ _______________________________112-114
POSITION wanted, as allround cook 
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and
Willow Sts . Rockland. 87-tf
FOUNTAIN Pen with name Everett 
Greene lost on Main street. L. K. 
GREENE. 16 School St. 112-114
; REAL ESTATE '
AT Public Landing, for sale or to let. 
about acre of wharfage and space and 
Including former Curtiss Wright build­
ing and railway. I. L. SNOW CO . Agents
___________________________67-81-tf
HOUSE and stable with hen houses 
and 3 acres of land for 6ale or rent, on 
Glen St. Rockland Inquire at DOR­
MAN'S SHOE STORE_____________113-tf
FARM containing 50 acres for sale In 
the north part of the town, known as 
the A F. Nash place. Buildings In fair 
condition Cheap for cash sale Also the 
land on the John Glidden place An 
ideal building spot on route.17 between 
Stickney Corner and W. Washington 
For further Information consult the 
Selectmen of Washington. Tel. 6-5 
_________________________________ 112-117j
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce 
Head Island for sale. Tel. Rockland 
853-13, or Inquire R. B. SPEAR. Spruce 
Head._____________________________ 82-tf
THE C F Miller Store for sale. In 
Camden. 15 Washington street. Next to 
the Fire Station. Apply to MRS C F 
MILLER 19 Cross street or MR L. U 
ANDERSON, 39 Sea street. Camden
106-114
AUCTION SALE
The land and buildings comprising the 
homestead of Josephine C Collamore. 
late of Rockpoit. deceased, now. occupied 
by Harry P Collamore. situated on the 
north-eastern side of Main Street. In 
Rockport. Maine, will be sold at public 
auction to the highest bidder, under 
license from the Probate Court of Knox 
County, on Saturday. October 17. A. D. 
1936. at two p. m.. on the premises, by 
the undersigned administrator The 
right Is reserved to reject any and all 
bids, payment of at least $25 to bind the 
bargain to be made at time of sale, and 
the balance In full within ten days 
thereafter
Also undivided third of a lot of land 
that belonged to said decease, situated 
on the southern side of West Street. In 
West Rockport, the same to be sold at the 
same time and piace. following the sale 
of said homestead, on the same terms 
and conditions as that is sold, except 
that the sum paid to bind the bargain 
shall be but $5.
Full particulars will be given upon re­
quest and at time of sale
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
Administrator.
Josephine C. Collamore Estate 
lll-T-117
FOR SALE
K ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *
HIOHEST quality gas. State of Maine, 
wholesale, retail; tires bargain prices 
CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS, 285 
Main St.. City. 89-tf
NEW milch cow for sale. KENNETH 
WILLIAMS. 122 Thomaston St., Cltv. 
_________________________________113-115
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale at 17 
Knox St.. Thomaston 113-115
GREEN Tomatoes bv bbl . bu or peck; 
also ripe tomatoes Del in city. O SAR­
KESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave Tel 568-W 
_________________________________ 112*114
OOOD hard wood vinegar and pork 
barrels for sale PERRY'S coal wharf 
__________________________________ 114-tf
FRANKLIN stove for sale, like new. 
only slightly used Price right Also 2 
cottages on Oeorges River ALFRED 
HOCKING. Tel. 17. Tenants Harbor 
_________________________________ 114-1lg
LARGE parlor heater for sale Price 
reasonable. Tel 645-M 114*116
HOUSEHOLD furniture fo- sale, new 
and used. MRS SMALL 189 Llmerock 
St-______________________________ 112*114
POCOHONTAS soft coal. $8 50: hard 
coal. $1450; coke. $11. J. B PAULSEN 
Tel 84-2. Thomaston 112-tf
TWO Freshen Jersey cows for sale. 
MRS CYNTHIA JOHNSON. 79 Main St. 
Thomaston. Me. 112*114
FORDSON tractor Ior sale BICKNELL 
MANUFACTURING CO___________ 106-tf
SMALL pigs for sale. $3 up F A 
KIMBALL. 397 Old County Rd. Tel 
321-W.____________________________ 105-tf
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to 
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland 
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
__ _______________________________ 105-tf
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood, 
under cover, also lumber T. J. CAB- 
ROLL Tel 263-21, Rockland. 105-tl
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale 
fully equipped, call FLY'S GARAGE 
■ 105-tf
TO LET
New Rail Head
S. J. HUNGERFORD 
whose appointment as Chairman of 
the Board of Directors and Presi­
dent of the Canadian National Rail­
ways, has been announced by the 
Canadian Government. During a 
career covering half a century, Mr. 
Hungerford has risen from machin­
ist’s apprentice to the chief execu­
tive position of the largest railway 
system in North Amerie*.
Chevrolet 1933 4-Door Sedan ... $350.00
Motor in fine condition.
Pontiac 1934 Sport Coupe. . . . . . . . $445.00
This is a very nice car; looks like nrw; motor as quiet 
as when it was delivered. “Special price."
Several other lower priced cars that are priced very 
low for quick sale, to clear our stock for new models 
which will arrive soon.
Call and inspect these
C. W. HOPKINS,,NC
712 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND TEL. 1000-W
OPEN EVENINGS
FOUR-room apartment to let. all 
modern, at 48 Orace St Tel. 133. 114-tf
FURNISHED house to let. furnace, 
lights, garage lf needed. MRS A J. 
CROCKETT. 38 Rankin St 114-116
FURNISHED apartment at 80 Pleasant 
street to let Adults only. 23 Amesbury
street. Tel. 958-J. 114-116
FURNISHED heated apartment to let. 
2 rooms and bath; also unheated apart­
ment. FOSS HOUSE. Park street. Tel. 
330. 114-tf
THREE furnished rooms for light house­
keeping to let with private bath Apply 
65 North Main St. 114-tf
FURNISHED rooms and board; also 
small store to let. at 17 Water St. 114-116
NEW 7 room house to let. electric 
lights, at Ingraham Hill. Inquire 34 
Main St.. Thomaston. MARTIN LEON­
ARD____________________________ 112*.H4
FURNISHED apartments to let at 21 
Talbot Ave . for winter. MRS. C. F 
SIMMONS. Tel. 8-R. 112-114
FTVE-room tenement to let bath, 
garage. R U. COLLINS. Tel. 77 Rock­
land. 112-114
SIX room house to let Oct. 1 Modern. 
478 Old County Rd. CLARA KELSEY. 
Tel 933-JI 112-tf
TWO room kltcnenette apartment to 
let In Barter block. $4 week, heat and 
water. H. B. BARTER. Tel. 611-W. or 
1017-J. 111-tf
FURNISHED houce to let. 6 rooms.
bath, garage. 11 Birch street. 112*114
APARTMENT to let, 4 rooms bath;
furnished apt. 3 rooms, toilet. 12 Knox 
St.. Tel. 156-W 111-tf
LIGHT housekeeping apartment to let. 
, all modern conveniences. Adults only. 
MINNIE MILES. 31 Ocean street. 113-115
FUKNISHED second floor apartment
to let. 14 Masonic street. 112*114
APARTMENT to iet at corner of
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable 
MRS. LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 105-tf
THIRTY-EIGHT foot cabin Cruiser for
hire at anytime for sailing or fishing, 
call FLYE'S GARAOE.____________ 105-tf
SMALL apartment now available
MRS. A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel 
576. 72-tf
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Were there any other beauty 
Matchless as this I've seen—
The golden face of the moon 
Slipping like a sickle, lean,
Into a puff of windswept sky?
If you have seen this night
Then will you find these words a scare; 
For no music put to rhyme 
May with such loveliness compare 
So, pen in hand, how dare I try?
For in the silver-grey above
Lurks the magic and the dream—
The bliss of all the passion for 
That one destiny you delight to wean 
Yet never known with human eye!
Nlckl Rush
THERE is no surer sign of care­less writing than the abuse of 
“and which.” “And which” can be 
used correctly, but even so it usu­
ally makes an awkward sentence. 
When used as in the following sen­
tence it is not only incorrect but 
ridiculous, for what the writer is 
saying is that it was the bone that 
slunk off with its tail between its 
legs.
“We stumbled over a dog 
gnawing a bone, and which 
slunk off with its tail between 
its legs.” * * •
“Between” and “among” are 
often confused. The former should 
refer to two persons or things; the 
latter to more than two.
“The candy was divided between 
the two children."
“The candy was divided among 
the five children.”
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK­
LAND WATER CO . Te. 134. 105-tf
Cockeyed Tax Law
“This (The Surplus Tax law) 
is the most cockeyed piece of tax 
legislation ever imposed in a 
modern country and if I am 
elected I shall recommend the 
immediate repeal of this vicnous 
method of taxation . . . Actually 
it has no relation to 'soaking the 
rich’. What it does is to protect 
the big fellow who still has a re­
serve, and tie a millstone around 
the neck of the little fellow.”— 
Alf M. Landon at Buffalo, N. Y.
\ MISCELLANEOUS ;
H’*-**** *•♦■•••• — *•■'*'• • ♦ e$ 
YARN—We are prepared to make your 
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also 
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT. Har­
mony. Maine 105-116
NEW PRICES Mixed Iron delivered
$4.50 ton; mixed rags delivered .0214c 
lb; Junk of all descriptions wanted. 
COMMONWEALTH JUNK CO., Corner 
Leland and IRankln Sts. Tel 916 dr 108-W.
112*114
YOUR Future Indications. Questions 
answered. 25c aQd stamp. Reading. O. A. 
A JONES. Bluehill Falls. Me 112*114 
“ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park 
St Be prepared for cold weather. A free 
Radiator flush-out with every repair 
Job. 112*114
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
105-tf
His ^ earud. Wife
WOULD HAVE AN OIL BUHNER
No other household task saps a woman's 
strength, jangles her nerves, ruins her 
figure so quickly as "tending furnace."
So it's good news to all the women who so 
uncomplainingly undertake their share of 
this work — and doubly welcome news to 
their husbands—that Timken Silent Auto­
matic now brinas the comfort, the conve­
nience, the healthfulness and economy of 
completely automatic heat within the easy 
:n ofreact even small incomes.
FREE INSPECTION OFFER
Without cost or obligation we will make a 
complete inspection of your heating system 
and report ways to save money even though 
you do not wish to install a Timken now. 
Phone TODAY.
NOTHING DOWN —NO PAYMENT 
TILL FALL—3 YEARS TO PAY
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. TEL. 730
TIMKEN
CtcCtbryi&tLc
OIL HEATING
Wall-Flame and Pressure-Type Oil Burners.. .Oilfurnaces... Oil- 
boilers... Air Conditioning Units...Water Heaters... Accessories
UNION FAIR
SEPTEMBER 29, 30, OCTOBER 1
BIGGER MORE COMPLETE BETTER 
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| Mr. and Mrs. Allie Eaton and Miss 
Llnnie • Parker were called to 8un-
; shine Wednesday by the death of
Mrs. Eaton’s father, Prank Thomp-
I son. Returning Sunday they were ac- 
I companied by Mrs. Eaton's mother,
Mrs. Thompson and niece Miss Jose­
phine Robbins.
T &E. Club dined at Trail's End 
Wednesday, the remainder of the 
afternoon being spent socially at the Sun<3ay 
home of Mrs. Louise Brown.
Mr. and Mrs L. A. Walker and Miss 
Mina E. Tower motored to Lewiston 
They were accompanied by 
Miss Elizabeth Walker who is enter­
ing Bates College.
Mrs. Clara Emery. Miss Florence 
Hastings and Mrs. Evelyn Sherman 
returned Saturday from Houlton 
where they had attended the sessions 
of the State W.C.T.U. Convention.
Miss Anne McLaughlin has re­
turned to her duties m the Senter- 
Qrane Company store following a 
week's vacation visit with her niece. 
Mrs. Philip Rand in Augusta.
Miss Elizabeth Scammon and Peter 
Reed of Owl's Head have recently en­
tered Lee Academy.
Mr and Mrs. Walter W. Morse of 
Portland announce the approaching 
wedding of their daughter, Miss 
Norma Virginia Morse, to Gilford Til­
den Currier, Jr. The event will take 
place at high noon Oct. 10, at the 
Cathedral of St. Luke in Portland. 
The Morse's are former Rockland 
residents.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. McAlary have 
returned from New York where Mr 
McAlary attended the convention of 
the New England Waterworks Asso­
ciation.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dick were 
hosts to Ralph Ulmer Camp and Aux­
iliary and visiting members from the 
Brunswick and Lewiston Camps and 
Auxiliaries, Sunday at their cottage 
at Seven Tree Pond. An immense 
launch, of Mr. Dick's own make, with 
accommodations for 12 passengers, 
took different groups for boat rides 
around the lake, being one of the 
most enjoyable features of the day. 
A shooting match was held during 
the forenoon, for the several crack 
shots of the orders resultecffn some 
[amazing "bull's eyes" for both sexes. 
Capt. Otis Trundy was "winner-over­
all'' with Howard Crockett a close 
second. Picnic lunch was served, 
augmented by a corn roast, with 
sandwiches, salad and lemonade 
served by the hosts. The 40 members 
and friends attending voted it one 
of the happiest outings of the season
P1ANISTIC SKILL
Displayed Last Night By 
the Pupils of Miss Mar­
garet Stahl
In the audience which left the
Universalist vestry at a late hour last 
night were many proud parents, 
happy in the success achieved by Miss 
Margaret G. Stahl's piano pupils. 
Assisting in the excellent rendered 
program were Ruth Seabury reader, 
and Edwin Jones saxophone. These 
numbers were presented:
Quartette 42 pianos)—In Uniform.
March. Orth
Louise Veazie. Christine Newhall. 
Martha Leeman. Nancy Parker 
Firefly, Ketterer
The Bears. Cumberland
Porridge Pot
Virginia Parker
Santa Claus. Louise Stairs
Joyce Butler (Warren)
Folk Songs—
Pony
Pussy Cat 
Ride a ICock Horse
Stanley Walsh. Jr.
Spanish Carnival, Hatch
Louise Veazie
Duet—Rain ls Falling. Beyer
Joyce and Richard Butler (Warren) 
March of the Giants. Terry
Robert Wyllie (Warren) 
Readings—Jonah and the Whale (negro
dialect). Parker
Talk! Talk! Talk!. Johnson
Ruth Seabury
Duet—Mazurka. Streabog
Lucille Mank. Virginia Parker
LivelyCircus Pony.
Richard Butler
Elfin Dance.
Martha Leeman
Chopsticks, March.
Lucille Mank
Duo—Menuet In Eb.
Christine Jones, Miss Stahl
Waltz. Brahms
Margaret Borgerson
Russian Dance. Hartmann
Nancy Parker
Saxophone Solo. Selected
Edwin Jones
Silent Night. Glllet
Virginia Wyllie (Warren)
Velocity Waltz. Parlow
Christine Jones (Warren)
Gavbtte. Giese
Christine Newhall
Duo—March from "Nutcracker Suite."
Tschalkowsky
Virginia Wyllie, Miss Stahl
Orelg
Aaron
Beethoven
THEY ALL HELP
i AT STRAND THURSDAY AND FRIDAY j GlaSS AlTaigilS
New Deal Evils
A boy whose parents are estranged finds comfort in the affections of an- i 
other woman. This is one of the tourhhig angles in M-G-M'g dramatic storv 1 
of three New York East Side boys, “The Devil Is a Sissy,” starring Freddie 
Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper and Mickey Rooney.—adv.
/f z/iaT,s T"ere AnZ Reason In 
The Whole World Why You
and extend thanks to Mr. and Mrs 
and daughter Emma Lou and Mr.-. Dick for & wonderful day.
Lizzie Peaslee motored to Waterville _____
Saturday night where Dr. and Mr?
Peaslee attended a Laymen's banquet Mr and Mrs Melchoir Scammon of 
They were guests Sunday of Mrs j Owl's Head announce the engage- 
Pcaslees sister in Gardiner, return- ' ment of their daughter Alice to Stan- 
ing home Sunday night. Mrs. Ed- ley Hill of Searsport. Miss Scammon 
ward Peaslee returned to Waterville J graduated from Rockland High 
School, class of 1935. Mr. Hill gradu­
ating from Crosby High at Belfast 
and from the Hawley School of En­
gineering in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Spurling of 
Islesford are guests of their son, 
Clarence F. Joy. Broadway.
Mrs. Mary Job Akley was the guest 
yesterday of Mrs. Lillian McRae. Mrs 
Akley has traveled extensively, com- 
with a painful accident soon after’ ing here from Quebec to renew ac- 
reaching their destination, breaking , quaintance with Mrs. McRae enroute 
her arm in a fall. The accident <as J to her home in Connecticut. Her hus- 
an exact duplicate of one which be­
fell her two years ago, and will pre­
vent her entering school for a time.
for a three days’ convention of Sun­
day Schools, being a delegate froc.- 
the Universalist Church.
Members of the W.I.N. Club dined 
Thursday night at Rockledge Inn.
Major Berry and family who have 
been visiting Mrs. Frank Berry the 
past five weeks have gone to Minne­
apolis where Major Berry will be lo­
cated. His daughter Patricia met
F.&F. Club met for cards Thurs­
day evening with Mrs. Annie O'Brien 
at her home on Pleasant street.
Miss Lois Lindsey entertained the 
"Happy Six” Club Friday night, the 
first regular meeting of the season 
Games were played, and refreshments 
were served by Mrs. Lindsey it prov- 
ig a happy evening for the Happy 
Six. Other club members are Nancy 
Parker. Kathleen Blackman. Gloria 
Witham. Virginia Witham and Ruth 
Robinson.
Mrs. Annie A. Spear and Mrs. John 
S. Fogg of Warren were recent guesfc 
of friends in this city.
Corner Club met Friday afternoon 
with Mrs. Harry French at her home 
on Rankin street. Mrs. A. J. Shu­
man and Mrs. Charles Morton won 
honors.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bearce of East 
Weymouth. Mass., were recent guests 
of Mrs. Anna M. Saville.
Mrs. E. C. Boody was hostess to the 
Albert H Newbert Association at her 
Crescent Beach cottage Friday night. 
A social evening with beano and 
games followed a delicious picnic 
supper, the kind hospitality being 
thoroughly enjoyed by the 39 mem­
bers and friends attending. The Oc­
tober meeting will be held with Mr 
and Mrs. Edward Gonia.
Miss Nathalie Orne of Monhegan 
has entered the Junior Class at Rock­
land High School.
Capt. John Halvorsen, who has 
been the guest of friends here the 
past few days, has returned to his 
home in Warren.
Elise Allen Corner School of the 
Dance. All types of stage and ball­
room dancing. Class lessons 50c; pri­
vate lessons, $1.00. School is always 
open for enrollment; 22 Brewster St., 
Tel. 670. Rockland, Maine 112tf
Order your Christmas neckties now. 
from $1.00 up—made by members oi 
"Arts & Crafts Society.” Thethe
What-Not Gift Shop.—adv. It
KNITTING WOOLS
At attractive prices. 
Samples free with new 
fall hints. Visit our shop 
i —open daily.
1 THOMAS HODGSON 
& SONS, Inc. 
Concord Worsted Mills 
CONCORD, N. II.
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bind, the late Carl Akley, died a few 
years ago while they were in Africa. 
A brilliant conversationalist and a 
charming personality, Mrs. Akley has 
added talent as a writer, her books. 
“Carl Akley s Jungle" and "Giraffes 
and Their Neighbors.’’ having been 
published some time ago. Her third 
book, “Restless Jungle," will be re­
leased next month.
Ending a season's visit with Mr. 
and Mrs. B. B. Smith, Lincoln street, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Orne. 
Broadway. Mrs. Arthur K Orne and 
children, Judith and Peter, have re­
sumed residence in Wilmington, Del
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Watson recently 
went to California, being accompan­
ied as far as Northfield by their 
daughter. Betty, who enrolled at the 
Seminary.
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., is on a three- 
weeks’ cruise to Central America, 
traveling on S. S. Turrialbia. She will 
make stops at Havana. Guatemala 
City and Charleston, S. C.
A miscellaneous shower was given 
at the home of Mrs. Marion Lindsey, 
Laurel street. Thursday night for her 
daughter, Mrs. Arnold Anderson (Ber­
nice Lindsey) recently married. The 
rooms were attractively decorated in 
pink and white with many beautiful 
fall flowers, The dining table was 
especially inviting, the pink stream­
ers and white lace cover carrying out 
the color scheme. Mrs. Anderson re­
ceived many lovely gifts including 
linen, china, glassware and kitcher 
utensils. Dainty refreshments, which 
included a wedding cake, were served, 
Mrs. Francis Louraine, Ione Louraine, 
Marjorie Wiggin and Mertie and Lois 
Lindsey, sisters of the bride, assisting 
the hostess. A pleasant evening was 
enjoyed by these guests—Capt. and 
Mrs. Fred Lindsey, Mrs. Emma Carver 
of Lowell, Mass., Mis. William Clem 
ents. Miss Louise Butler, Mrs. Joseph 
Baum, Mrs. LeRoy Wiggin and Miss 
Evelyn Ulmer all of South Thomas­
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lindsey, 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brazier, Mrs 
Ansel Saunders and son Donald. Mrs 
Ralph Calderwood. Mrs. Harland 
Hurd, Mrs. Alice Kaler. Mrs. Winnie 
Keller, Mrs. Carl Borgerson, Mrs. 
Elvie Curtis, Mrs. George Doake, 
Miss Helen Anderson, sister of the 
groom, and Misses Dorothy Witham. 
Elinor Spear and Dorothy Shute. A 
special guest was John J. Newborg of 
Arlington. Mass., an uncle of the 
bride. Tire newlyweds are making 
their home at Tenant’s Harbor where 
Mr. Anderson has employment
Recent Gifts To Knox Mu­
seum Are Wide In Variety 
and Interest
Some recent gifts to the Knox
Museum.
Indian relics from the Sawyer 
farm in Thomaston, gift of Charles A. 
Sawyer.
Indian Pestel from St. George, rift 
of Frank Studley of Oyster River, 
Thomaston.
Birds and Hebarium specimens, the 
Jesse Tolman Collection. Gift of 
Nellie D. Tolman and Mrs. Eunice 
(Tolman) Morse.
A Meteorite from the Kittredge 
garden on Chestnut street, Rockland. 
Gift of Fred M. Kittredge.
A fine lot of rare Maine and 
foreign shells. Gift of Maxwell 
Smith. Jr., of Lantana, Florida.
Crystals of Prowersose from Bur­
kettville and Quartz from Martins­
ville . Knox County. Gift of iliss 
Eula Skinner of Warren and Water­
ville.
Evening Grosbeak (mounted) from 
Rockport. Gift of Mrs. Winifred T. 
Simonds.
Shed-shell of a lobster from Glen 
Cove. Gift of Herbert Gregory.
A rare. long, brown beetle (coleop- 
tera) from south end of Crawford 
Lake, Warren. Gift of Gilbert De­
lano.
A water beetle, taken in Rockland 
by Henry H. Payson.
Frosted calcite crystal from Brown's 
quarry of Rockland. Gift of Roy 
Ulmer.
Pieces of a Meteorite, Benner's Hill, 
Rockland, fell about 13 years ago. 
Gift of Roy Ulmer.
Irvin Stanrolite Crystals from 
Mountain Pond. Rangely, Me. Gift 
of Aaron Clark of Thomaston.
N. W. Lermond, curator
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cowen and 
Mrs. Agnes Ricker of Newport. N. H., 
are visiting Mrs. Robert Blake.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Patten have 
closed “Overock" on Bay View street 
and returned to New York city.
The Baptist Phtlathea Class will
THE HOME GARDEN
Timely Information For Home 
Gardeners Prepared By Mem­
bers Of the Faculty Of the Uni­
versity Of Maine
Careful handling, proper storage 
and even a bath will Improve' the 1
hold the first meeting of the season kceplng qualiUes Qf |
Friday night at the church parlors. pumpkins £ays Mrs Iva M Burgess 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemer, Miss f
Maude M. Thorndike and Mr. and ,
Mrs. Augustus Kob of Lincolnville ,f thelf sklns are brulsed Qr brokfn , 
Beach motored Sunday to Gardiner rpt organisms may ent„ and grQw 
Mrs. Wolcott Henry hasTeturned ,he first step ,s
to Cincinnati, after spending the fire nQt jnJured hand,mg a( har_ ,
summer in town. vest time Vehic]es in wj,ich they are
Election of officers of Maiden Cliff carrled from thp fJeM shou]d bp'
Rebekah Lodge takes place Wednes- ded Hay packed Qn (he f,oor and
day night. tween the layers of fruits ls €Xcenent
Mrs. Olive Young is on a vacation for thu purpose
from her duties at the G. W. Achom and pumpkins need to
store and is visiting relatives in tQ harden thp gUns
Bennington. Vt. I storage. Tills may be done by leaving
1 them in small piles out of doors or in I
the Maine Agricultural Experl- 
1 ment Station.
CENT
POWlli/tOMPAH
INE
MP MY
Buy Now! 
SAVE
$ 1 4.50
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean motored 
Sunday to Boston, accompanied by 
their son, Otis Dean, who Is return­
ing to the Oxford College of Business 
Administration in Cambridge. Mass. 
During their absence. Mrs. Myrtle 
Mutch ls in charge of their store on 
Washington street.
Mrs. W. L. Bassick is clerking In 
the G. W. Achorn store for a few 
weeks.
Robert Brown went Saturday to 
Boston where he will enter the Went­
worth Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Thomas 
and children and his mother. Mrs. 
Frank J. Thomas have returned from 
a visit with relatives in Detroit, Mich.
The Garden Club will meet today, 
Tuesday, at 2:30 o'clock, with A. E. 
Whitehill at "Red Chimneys," Central 
street. Mrs. Thome Jackson of 
Readfield will speak on arrange­
ments and use of wildflowers, ferns 
and shrubs in the garden.
Mrs. Nora Simpson has resumed 
her position as clerk in the G. W. 
store after a vacation.
Miss Barbara Oliver has enrolled 
as a freshman at Wellesley College.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Wood are 
on a motor trip to Quebec.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howarth arc 
in Boston where Mrs. Howarth will 
enter the Deaconess Hospital for 
observation.
Miss Emma Norton has moved In­
to the Nettie Gould house on Megun­
ticook street.
Mayor and Mrs. Perkins of Melrose, 
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Campbell 
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Collemer.
a well-ventilated storage. Covering 
the harvested fruits with the vines Is 
not a good practice as any disease 
spores that may be present are given 
a better chance to cause Infection.
These vegetables need a warm, dry, 
well-ventilated storage place. Tem­
peratures of 60 -70’ for the first two 
months and 50 -60 for the rest of 
the time are considered desirable.
If there has been trouble with rott­
ing in storage, it is wise to disinfect 
before putting In a new crop. This 
can be done by spraying or washing 
with a 1-50 solutlbn of formaldehyde 
and leaving the room closed over­
night. For the prevention of black 
rot, squashes may be dipped in a 1-50 
formaldehyde solution and then 
dried. To be effective this treatment 
should be used within 24 hours after 
harvesting.
“Why arc you and your little sister 
always quarreling?”
"I don't know, dad; unless she takes 
after mother and I take after you."
TODAY & WEDNESD’Y
“SWING TIME”
with
FRED ASTAIRE 
GINGER ROGERS
on
your
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
REFRIGERATOR
Only *144.50cash
*THIS MONTH ONLY!
$4.25 MONTHLY 
buys a 5-foot 
Monitor Top G-E
EAST UNION
Miss C. A. Fisk of Damariscotta is 
visiting relatives in this place and 
vicinity, including her nieces. Mrs. 
J. W. Kearly and Mrs. W. George 
Payson.
C. M. Payson's house is presenting 
an attractive appearance In its new 
coat of paint.
Mrs. May Robbins and Mrs. Jennie 
Payson spent a pleasant afternoon 
Thursday as guests of Mrs. Lottie 
Wellman and daughter, Helen Gor­
don. A tasty luncheon was served.
John Dornan, graduate of Union 
High School, has enrolled in a 
Portland business college.
The Farm Bureau met last Tuesday 
at the Grange hall for a pleasant and 
profitable session.
Mrs. Mary Saunders has been guest 
of her daughter, Mrs. Ida Watts, for a 
few days.
Mrs. Maud Gould and grandson, 
Robert Gould of Portland have been 
visitors at the home of Mrs. Myrtle 
Gould and family.
Helen Gordon is spending a 'few 
days in Warren as guest of Mrs. Ma­
bel Peabody.
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Veteran Democrat Denies 
Patrick Henry Would 
Have Approved.
Senutor Carter Glass of Virginia 
in taking issue recently with two 
advocates of Roosevelt policies em­
phasized tbe division between con­
stitutional Democrats and the New 
Deal party. The veteran states­
man who more than two years ago 
said “the New Deal is not only a 
mistake; it is a disgrace to the na­
tion,” was aroused to indignant 
protest against attempts to cljiim 
that Patrick Henry, if alive today, 
would approve of the New Deal 
conception of the Constitution.
His fire was directed at William 
C. Bullitt, United States Ambassa­
dor to Moscow, and at Stanley 
Reed, United States Solicitor Gen­
eral. Mr. Bullitt, appearing as a 
representative of Mr. Roosevelt at 
a Patrick Henry Bicentennial cele­
bration at Hanover Courthouse, Vir­
ginia, had declared:
"We must open wide a frontier 
of freedom within our economic 
structure if we are to preserve in­
tact the liberties for which Henry 
and Jefferson labored and Wash­
ington fought.”
Constitution a Curb?
Solicitor General Reed had ex­
pressed tbe opinion before the Pub­
lic Affairs Institute of the Univer­
sity of Virginia that the Constitu­
tion "is a living, vital institution 
whose function is to guide and not 
to curb necessary governmental 
processes.”
This was interpreted by the press 
as a declaration that the New Deal 
assumes the right to ignore the 
Constitution whenever a new prob­
lem arises involving the divisions 
and limitations of powers.
Senator Glass appeared as a 
guest at the Patrick Henry Bicen­
tennial celebration at Ashland, Vir­
ginia, a few days after the Reed 
and Bullitt speeches. He was not 
scheduled to speak, but when called 
upon made an extemporaneous ad­
dress, bristling with epigrams.
"I was amazed to note,” he said, 
referring to the speech of Mr. 
Reed, "that a high official of the 
Government, at the University the 
other day, in the shadow ot Thom­
as Jefferson's tomb at Monticello, 
asserted that the Constitution was 
not designed to ‘curb Government 
enterprise' but to lead the Govern­
ment Patrick Henry was very 
much opposed to Virginia's ratify­
ing the Constitution. His reasons 
went toward the proposition that it 
did not curb Government enough. 
And because of his efforts the first 
ten amendments were drafted.
"The Constitution was intended 
to curb Government enterprise 
when the Government hasn't got 
sense, patriotism or courage 
enough to curb itself and remain 
within Constitutional limitations.” 
Defend Patrick Henry.
The former Secretary of the 
Treasury under President Wilson 
said to the press regarding the 
Bullitt speech;
"I have to contravene Bullitt's 
statement that Patrick Henry 
would have stood for all these laws 
the Supreme Court has held uncon­
stitutional. The idea that Patrick 
Henry would have placed his ap­
proval on these propositions cannot 
be tolerated.”
Some of the epigrammatic shots 
in the Senator’s Ashland speech 
were as follows:
"The easiest thing in the world 
to do is to spend somebody else’s 
money and it mugt be a very 
pleasant thing judging from the 
number of people who vote for it.”
"If Patrick Henry were living to­
day hc would not cure one evil with 
a multitude of other evils.”
“When the Government needs 
money it goes down in your pock­
et and gets it All thi; Govern­
ment-aid talk is folly.”
No Rubber Stamp.
“I am up for re-election. I ex­
pect to abide by my oath of office 
and an oath is as sacred to me as 
to the President or to anybody 
else.”
“Patrick Henry, if he were living 
now, could he go along with the 
vagaries and whims of impractical 
academicians, some of whom never 
did a day’s work, or earned a meal 
by the sweat of their faces?”
“The President of the United 
States has been bitterly criticized; 
but my comment on his actions 
would be to the effect that he made 
the mistake of taking all the power 
that Congress was willing to give 
him.”
Senator Glass also criticized Con­
gress for "abjectly surrendering its 
constitutional functions.”
SHOULDN’T .Have The, FINEST RADIO
RED VICTOR
-■ f,. z. z.r.g.. (V . ,'X‘ ,.
The best is none loo 
good for you. That's 
why we offer these 
famous RCA Victor 
radios on the most 
convenienl credit 
plan imaginable! 
Come in — arrange 
your own ferms!
Here's a value thrill that you'll never forget! Big, 
beautiful superheterodyne with 6 genuine RCA 
melal tubes—has new edge light dial gets lhe 
standard broadcasts and foreign programs, plus 
police, aviation and amateur calls.
The RCA VICTOR
. Model 5X3
A style created for your private room al 
home or office. Its luxuriously designed 
cabinet encloses a powerful 5-tube super­
heterodyne chassis. Airplane dial. Auto­
matic Volume Control. Domestic and short­
wave broadcasts. You don't needteash.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
RCA VICTOR RADIOS. . . STYLFVEADERS fok}f>3>.
Right now we are having a good demand for 
Sweaters and Jackets—something to keep a fellow 
We have a good supply.warm.
FOR MEN—
FANCY SWEATERS in handsome patterns 
HEAVY ALL WOOL SWEATERS 
AI.I. WOOL ZIPPER JACKETS
MACKINAWS............................................................
HUNTING COATS ..........................................................
FOR BOYS—
FANCY SWEATERS .............................................
HEAVY AI.I. WOOL SWEATERS
ZIPPER JACKETS ..................................................
MACKINAWS ............................... ............................
CORDUROY PANTS for men and boys, are ready sellers at
tliis time of year ............................................. $1.50, $1.93, $2.50, $3.5.)
$1 00. $1.98, $3.00 
S2.93, $3.98, $5.90
.......... S3.75, $5.00
$5 00. $7.50 
$7X0, $10.00
$1X0. $1.50, $1.98 
S3 00 
$2.98. 33.50 
S5.C0, $6 01
HEADQUARTERS FOR
CARTER’S OVERALLS 
At New Low Prices
I
I
g WILLIS AYER s
Scarcity Brings Penalties.
Three years of a New Deal pro­
gram of scarcity in food produc­
tion have been helped along by two 
droughts. Foreign countries are 
taking advantage of the situation 
by sending increasing quantities of 
food products into the American 
market. The latest development is 
the announcement by the Depart­
ment of Agriculture that Argentine 
corn is being sold in this country 
at about four cents below domestic 
quotations, despite high import du­
ties. Meanwhile the New Deal crop 
diversion program for the present 
fiscal year is costing almost $500, 
000.000.
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELEB
370 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
BANK NITE
TOTAL AWARDS
$200.00
f irst Award. $175.00 
Second Award $25.00 
If first award taken, second award 
held over
Mt XL STEAL *'|i 
YOUR rttAfci tji 
AWAY... . 
bidunlg,^ [j
HUGH HERBERT 
PATRICIA ELLIS 
WARREN HULL 
HOBART CAVANAUGH
Direct'd by
•IODAY
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in
“CAPTAIN JANUARY” 
Special Matinee at 1 o'clock
THURSDAY
■IV. o
COMING FRIDAY
Big Amateur Show
Don't Miss It!
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IN AUGUSTA TODAY
Maine Optometrists Holding 
Their Fall Meeting — 
Notable Speakers
The Maine Association of Opto­
metrists, Dr. M. W. Bird, president, 
is meeting in Augusta today.
Dr. Joseph Brown of Sanford, for­
merly of this city, will discuss “Pre­
ventive Optometry," and Dr. Austin 
of Southbridge. Mass., the subject 
of "Pathology. The Deputy Com­
missioner of Education. E E. Rod­
erick. will address the group on "Cor­
rective Work in Schools and Eyes 
from an Educator's view." S. D 
Dyer. Lighting Engineer for Central 
Maine Power Company, will speak on 
the subject of "Safe Seeing Condi­
tions in the Home and School." Mrs
Noel C. Little, President of the 
Maine Parent-Teachers' Association, 
will discuss “Eye Conservation Work 
in the Home.” Tonight they are to 
have the pleasure of listening to Dr 
Corriveau. President of the New Eng­
land Optometric Association, and M. 
J. Julian, President of The Better1 
Vision Institute of New York City.
“We are very fortunate,” stated Dr. 
Bird, “in securing Mr. Roderick. 
Deputy Commissioner of Education, 
to speak on the subject of Eye Con­
servation Work in the Schools. Mr. 
Roderick has been engaged in this 
work for some time and has just re­
cently been very instrumental in de- j 
veloping a code which guarantees I 
that all new buildings, or remodelled 
'buildings, will provide safe seeing ! 
conditions for the students.”
"It is rather startling," Dr. Bird 
states, “when you consider that
360.000 eyes went back to work in 
Maine schools—180,000 pupils.
"A visual survey, made recently in 
a local Maine community, revealed 
the fact that 29 percent of the chil­
dren surveyed, need immediate at­
tention to their eyes.
“It is conservatively estimated that 
20 percent of these 180.000 returning 
to school will obtain some defect in 
their vision before completion of their 
public school education; 36.000 chil­
dren will be handicapped through life 
by some defect, caused either by 
neglect of proper correction or using 
their eyes under improper seeing con­
ditions."
NOTICE TO MARINERS
MADE MEMBERSHIP GAIN
0n< of Many Things Which Inspired Delegates 
At the State W. C. T. U. Convention
2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
RED LABEL I BROWN LABEL
America’* finest quality | High quality, low price
rrSALADA”
TEA 207
Muscongus Bay — Franklin Island 
Light reported extinguished Sept. 18. 
Will be relighted.
Eggemoggin Reach — Eggemoggin 
Lighted Buoy reported extinguished 
Sept. 18. Will be relighted.
Portland Harbor Approach—Port­
land Lightship to be temporarily re­
placed by a relief lightship about Oc* 
1. No change in characteristic of 
signals except sound signal will be a 
two-tone diaphone. Relief lightship 
will have word "Relief" in white let­
ters on each side.
Muscongus Bay—Franklin Island 
Light reported extinguished Sept. 18 
Will be relighted.
Eggemoggin Reach — Eggemoggin 
lighted Buoy reported extinguished 
Sept. 18. Will be relighted.
The 63d annual convention of the 
Maine Christian Temperance Union 
opened its session Thursday of iast 
week in thp M E. Church at Houlton 
with all general officers and a good 
gathering of delegates present.
Good weather and a fine hospitality 
made pleasant conditions, while a 
feeling of strong spirituality and high 
courage pervaded all the assemblies.
Mrs. Ruth Walsh, music director, 
was warmly greeted when presented 
from the platform as a member of the 
National Board of Organizers. Mrs 
Annie Barnes, president of the Houl­
ton Union, extended greetings to the 
convention guests, mentioning the 
fact that it was 22 years ago tn that 
same church that Mrs. Althea G. 
Quimby was first elected State presi­
dent. Tribute was paid to her faith­
ful service.
Interesting attention was given the 
reading of the recommendations by 
the president. She said the W. C. 
T. U. must have a continuing plan to 
accomplish its objective. The Cen­
tenary Educational Fund must be 
raised if the program is to be car­
ried out. We must gain new mem­
bers and keep the old. Establish
going to decay, and a short trip over 
the line into Canada.
The membership banquet saw the 
whole voting delegation of 1C8 plus 
seated at tables; a surprise feature 
was the showing of the lantern slide 
lecture on the noted gardens in 
Maine, which was much enjoyed.
Thursday night Mrs. Minnie D. 
Colvin, convention speaker, was in­
troduced by Mrs. Quimby as president 
of New York State W.C.T.U., vice 
president of the National W.C.T.U, 
and wife of the candidate for Presi­
dent of the United States on the Pro­
hibition ticket.
• • • •
Mrs. Colvin said, “the conditions 
which we face today are much worse 
than thcee confronting the union 
103 years ago. Liquor selling then 
segregated in the saloon, but today 
liquor selling is ubiquitous. Practi­
cally every place one goes, he is con­
fronted with alcohol in some form.
"The plan of the liquor crowd to­
day is to make the drinking and 
selling of liquor respectable, in order 
to entice people who would not other­
wise be interested.''
"They are not content with the
SEP IEMBCP, 21 - 26
BAKER’S—PRuM.UM COOKING
CHOCOLATE .
Shop at your NATION WIDE STORE 
confident that the many items on sale 
are selected for fine quality at Icv.’sst 
possible prices.
S.
Iota Sigma. Y.T.C.'s and L.T.L.'s in lessened demand for liquor, caused 
every county. prohibition, so the liquor crowd is
Wear the white ribbon bow. keep putting millions of dollars into 
tl.e noontime hour of prayer, and be liquor advertising campaigns. The 
ready at all times to meet the emerg- report of the League of Nations is 
encies of the work. tdat more beer was manufactured
, , , , and consumed in the United States
Wednesday afternoon the colorful thls -vear than ln Germany, the 
Floral Fiesta was put on by the beer-drinking country. Under repeal 
State membership committee, when "the United States government has 
the gain of 545 new members was rep- lwt only encouraged the products 
resented by that number of fringed of Intoxicating liquors, but has in­
blue gentians in a great bouquet The vest€d money in the manufacturing 
county presidents represented their of rum on the Virgin Islands." she 
gains in members by their flowers said' “^e fact that the government 
and the local by their flowers. There ;e«all2es li(>uor does not make it less
AD what a record it is! For 26 years the “American” Party’s Platform has been 
one where the promise is always performed.
Its candidates are Amoco-Gas and Orange 
American Gas. ★ ★ Amoco-Gas -the original 
candidate in the special motor fuel field-- 
Jiolds more official A.A.A. world’s records than 
any any other gas or motor fuel. Costs a bit
more at the pump-costs much less by the mile. ★ ★ Orange 
American Gas on the “regular” ticket is the best gasoline 
at regular gas price. With a pure petroleum base, its clean­
burning and American Oil Company’s amazing new refining 
methods get new action for motorists everywhere.
$10,000.00 incash prizes! Get official contest blank 
from any American Oil Company dealer or station.
WHITEHOUSE COFFEE 
SPLENDID 'md" SALMON
CHOP CHOW
ALASKA
SOCKEYE
LA CHOY suey or tf™ COMBINATION
<CBTA MAKES JAMS AND JELLIES QUICK LLK I V EASY AND SURE •
NATION-WIDE TEA 
LEADWAY COCOA .
FORMOSA
OOLONG
1 CAN NOODLES
FREE
Vs LB 
PKG 27< ORANGEPEKOE
2 cUBs 29c
CARTON 23c 
2 &lnls 45c
&rl 27c
BOTTLE 25c
'*LB -
PKG JIC
2 LB
CAN |7C
were 1620 blooms in the parade and 
exhibit gave the. appearance of a 
beautiful garden. The basket of ar­
butus from the Rockland Union, ar­
ranged by Mrs. Alice Kittredge, at­
tracted much attention and received 
second prize for artistic arrangement.
Wednesday night greetings were ex­
tended from the churches by Rev.
dangerous, for alcohol 1s alcohol 
whether sold diluted or full strength, 
or served at a diningroom table or 
over a bar.
"Repeal has brought many tragic 
consequences. Increase in the high­
way death rate has been attributed 
to the drinking driver. There has 
been an increase in the patients of
Merritt L. Gregg, from the town by Keeley cures. Many other in- 
G A. Hail, president Chamber of stances that there wa5 less de‘ 
Commerce, from the educators by mand under prohibition.
George J. Cumming, superintendent I “The centenary program now on 
of schools, whom the people of Rock- foot by the W.C.T.U. not only in­
land will have a chance to get ac- ! cludes alcoho1 education but will in- 
quamted with the coming year. Re- c»ude an education ln spiritual 
sponse was made by Mrs Gertrudfe Values ta the of its members.
Along citizenship lines will come 
closely the program, which is en­
dorsed by the National Women's con­
ference. on the cause and cure of wrfr.
Stevens Leavitt of Portland, in whicli 
she said, "We have never been en­
tirely defeated, we have never made 
retreat, we have fought on and on 
with true courage, ever lifting our | program includes education
banner of Prohibition for the Traffic 
and Total Abstmance of the Habit."
NATION-WIDE
PURE
VANILLA 2 OZ
PURE
LEMON
BOT 17c
2 OZ BOI 21c
’BUSTER. CHOCOLATES JJL/
f K4A//Z.Z.A COOKIES TOPPED WITH IUL , V) M MS* M AUOW A VD CHOCOL ATE ■ Qt
CROW
EPSOM SALTS
0 MULE TEAM
BORAX . .
NATION-WIDE
TOILET PAPER 6
SMITH'S— YELLOW OR GREEN
SPLIT PEAS . 2
’/z LB Q 
PKG OC
PKG 15c
1000 (W » 
SHEET V S e ROLLS AWC
1 LB 
PKGS 17c
DUNHAM'S—SHREDDED
COCOANUT . '/«LB 4 A,PKG lUC
SMINSTANT POSTUM csamn 25c
NO OIL
SALAD DRESSING 8j£rz15c
■ 3 PKGS 25c
GOOl LUCK
JAR RINGS
*\'«\W\\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ » i i 111 i i i • i i i i i i i 11»1/ / / / / i I i ! i ! i i i I i i
a
SPLENDID AMMONIA . . . ■ ■ fullQUART J 3C
NATiON-WIDE BLUING . . • ■ 13 OZ AA BOTTLE | UC
BROOMS . . nat,e°anchw,de 89c CLEAN SWEEPEACH 4TC
CLOROX .... 2 pints 27c QUART 25c
A A PAINT CLEANER FOR ALLU1L-A-UUU WASHABLE SURFACES • ■ LB PKG 23c
W/lklRCV WASHES WINDOWSWUNUtA WITHOUT WATER • ■ ■ ■ ■ BOTTLE 1 9c
)R ANO CLEANS AND OPENS DRAINS ■ ■ ■ TIN 22c
LUX ml 22c 2 kgs 19c LUX TOILETSOAP 4 BARS <2 5c
ATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
Mrs. Quincy in her address said:
' For three years the liquor traffic 
has been on trial and every promise 
it ever made has been broken. News­
paper advcrt-s.n3 and sale of alco­
holic beverages is legal in Maine. 
Surely Maine has sold Its birthright 
for a mess of potage. “As the battle 
of Tours saved Europe for Christianity 
it may be that our program for sci­
entific alcohol education may save 
America for sobriety. The liquor crowd 
seek to swell their -profits from the 
ranks of youth and the house wife. 
They are spending 25 million for 
liquor advertising the coming year. 
Maine has spent over 14 millions for 
liquor since it has come In.
“Let's wait and the evil will right 
itself' is the anesthesia of the Chris- 
tion women. It is not so, they must 
be aroused to the danger that assails 
civilization itself.
An inspiring and satisfactory 
amount of work has been done by 
our women in the State during the 
year. A well planned and carefully 
carried out campaign on the liquor 
referendum has shown results. We 
did not expect to remove any State 
liquor stores, this has been an expres­
sion of opinion and we have made a 
big dent in the sale of beer and wine 
places. And more good than we know 
giving better protection to our youth. 
A telegram from Frederick Smith of 
the Civic League said over 50 percent 
of Maine has voted dry."
• • • •
Director of departments presented 
their work with interesting papers 
and demonstrations. Of special men­
tion was the address on the value of 
the Iota Sigma (meaning to prevail 
by soundness of mind). The organiza­
tion at Houlton has 74 members.
Under direction of Mrs. Mildred 
Washburn a group of young people 
frem Washington County put on a 
playlet, demonstrating the Youth 
Temperance Council, and was very 
good.
A group of children gave a fine 
demonstration of what the Loyal 
Temperance Legion can do. At the 
close of the session Thursday after­
noon the Chamber of Commerce took 
the delegation for a ride, taking in a 
! visit to Garrison Hill, scene of the 
bloodless Aroostook War. views of the 
potato fields that were being harvest- 
ed. many of the mansions built in
against lotteries and legalized forms 
of gambling as well as against in­
decency on the screen and on the 
stage.”
Mrs. Althea G' Quimby was unani­
mously elected to serve as president' 
for the 23d consecutive year. Mrs 
Alice Bigney of Greenville retired | 
from her duties as corresponding sec- j 
retary after years of faithful service, 1 
Miss Caroline Chase of Augusta was 
elected to take her place, and Mrs. 
Augusta Christie of Presque Isle was 
appointed to take Miss Chase's place i 
i as assistant recording secretary.
• • • •
Report on Committee on Resolu­
tions was adopted by the convention 
as follow?;
The Knox County delegation of 15 
was the second largest present. Word 
of the election results was sent to I 
the county president. Miss Margaret 
Crandon, who announced to the con- j 
vention that Knox County towns had 
all brought in dry majorities, except 
Isle au Haut; Rockland voted to re­
tain its liquor store, its licenses for 
hotels and restaurants and all Its beer 
places, but the size of the vote showed ' 
that the people had been made ac- ] 
quainted with the fact that they were 
to vote on the liquor question.
Friday forenoon all unfinished busi-1 
ness was cleaned up. the reports of the 
executive meeting was accepted and' 
adopted, including the place for un­
dertaking an intensive campaign to | 
put the program for alcohol educa-, 
tion before the public, and raise the, 
required funds by June 5 when the 
world's convention meets in Wash­
ington, D. C.
• • • •
Resolutions
Preamble — Another year has 
passed, and we, White Ribboners of 
Maine, meet again to re-dedicate 
ourselves to the great task before us. 
The liquor forces have made terrible 
inroads upon our nation, but their 
very excesses are opening men's eyes 
to the evil, and dry areas are spread­
ing. Let us thank God for every en­
couragement and go steadily forward 
under His guidance, firmly believing 
in ultimate victory.
Total Abstinence—Resolved, That 
we declare our conviction that total 
abstinence is the only safe and sane 
practice regarding the use of alcoho­
lics.
Prohibition—Resolved, That we will 
continue to work for the total aboli-I
tion of the liquor traffic. We believe
the flush times now abandoned and that a national law to effect this
From Maine to Florida—Stop at The Sign oi Creator Valueti
AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
Alto atakor of Jlaoct Motor Lubrlcaatt
abolition ls the only reasonable way 
to deal with the liquor traffic and 
its attendant evils. W’e regret the 
necessity of working back to prohibi­
tion by the slow process of local 
option provisions but as these seem 
the method now available, we will do 
our utmost to secure local dry ter­
ritory, never losing sight of our goal 
of complete prohibition of the sale 
and manufacture of strong drink."
The Young—Resolved, Thai we will 
follow the suggestions of our national 
president and have “The Long View" 
in regard to our future "Builders of 
America,” the youth of our land. 
Through the Youth's Temperance 
Council, the Loyal Temperance Leg­
ion and Scientific Temperance In- 
strictlon in schools, we will set be­
fore young people high ideals of 
citizenship, that they may be fitted 
to meet the Insidious arguments of 
the “Wets" intelligently, calmly and 
indisputably.
Our Departments—Resolved, That 
as our departments are intended to 
apportion the work of our organiza­
tion, we will earnestly seek their 
development ln all our local unions.
Peace—Resolved. That we oppose 
all propaganda in favor of war and 
pledge ourselves anew to do our ut­
most to establish upon earth the 
kingdom of the Price of Peace.
Our Papers—We earnestly recom­
mend that our members subscribe to 
the Star of the East and the Union 
Signal and become readers of these
AMOCO
OAmeriran Oil Co.
papers. We recommend the Young 
Crusader as a publication helpful to 
the young. It is our belief that a 
woman to be eligible to office in our 
organization should be equipped with 
our papers and our other publica­
tions.
Courtesies—We extend our thanks 
to the Houlton W.C.T.U., and the 
Houlton Iota Sigma for their hospi­
tality. to those who have entertained 
our delegates, to the Methodist 
Episcopal Church for the use of its 
edifice; to ihe speakers; to those who 
have rendered special music; to the 
convention committees; to the press; 
to the pages and to all others who 
have assisted in making the Sixty- 
second Annual Convention of the 
Maine Woman's Christian Temper­
ance Union enjoyable and successful.
THE TIME FOR REST
(For The Courier-Gazette)
The day of toll Is ending;
Its cares are laid aside;
Lengthening shadows all proclaim 
The coming of eventide.
The golden splendor of the sun 
Fading ln the West
Is calling to all nature.
This ls the time for rest
Silently night approaches 
With her mantle to cover all;
Rest and repose for the weary 
Till there comes the morning call
Silent night—her dark mantle 
Over the sleeping world has spread;
Murmuring soft lullles 
Her Jeweled canopy overhead.
/
Ere slumber overtake us.
In gratitude we raise
To Him who watches o’er us 
Our thoughts ln Joyful praise
Nelile M Mills 
1230 C St. Hayward. Calif.
Special Offer
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Offeddinq invitations 
and C^nnouncenients
“ON TO VICTORY"
Candidate May Well Fade 
From Scene While Princi­
ples Triumph, Says Leck­
emby
Pittsfield. Sept. 18
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I want every Townsendite who
voted for me to know that I Intend 
to devote my time to carrying the 
Townsend message across this land, 
until we have attained complete 
victory for our cause.
“With malice for none, with charity 
for all, with firmness in the right, as 
God gives us to see the right” let us 
, forget the past and redouble our ef­
forts to build up the membership in 
our Townsend Clubs, Inspired by the 
knowledge that the cause dear to our 
hearts has triumphed in the election 
of three Congressmen who are pledged 
to do their utmost to enact into 
law the grandest piece of legislation 
; ever presented to our Congress.
The candidate may well fade out 
of the scene as long as the principle 
1 triumphs. Fall in Townsendites. On 
to Victory.
J. Clarence Leckemby
“Pa. you remember you promised to 
give me $10 if I passed in school this 
year?
"Yes, Sam ”
“Well, Pa, you ain’t gonna have 
that expense ."
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted 
9005
Obr50
No Extra Charge for Engraving Plate
Choice of 35 different styles of lettering.
Price includes inside and outside envelopes.
Additional Invitations or Announcements at
4 Vic each
60 Engraved At Home or 100 Engraved Informals,
Reception Cards------------------$5.50 including envelopes_________ $3.00
Additional Cards at------ ■. 3*/2C each 100 Engraved Visiting Cards __ $1.65
These Are the Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings.
Samples mat) be seen ai
15he Courier=Gazette
